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Abstract. With the world population aging at a fast rate, ambient assisted liv-

ing systems focused on elderly people gather more attention. Human activity 

recognition (HAR) is a component connected to those systems, as it allows iden-

tification of the actions performed and their utilization on behavioral analysis. 

This paper aims to provide a review on recent studies focusing on HAR and ab-

normal behavior detection specifically for seniors. The frameworks proposed in 

the literature are presented. The results are also discussed and summarized, along 

with the datasets and metrics used. The absence of a universal evaluation frame-

work makes direct comparison not feasible, thus an analysis is made trying to 

divide the literature using a taxonomy. Solutions on the challenges identified are 

proposed, while discussing future work. 
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1 Introduction 

Modern societies, especially in developed countries, are aging at a high rate. In 2017, 

13 percent of world population was over 60 years old - approximately 962 million peo-

ple - expecting an annual growth at a rate of about 3 percent (United Nations, 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2017). High income countries will expe-

rience an increase of 5.6 percent of people aged 60 or more, by 2030, while upper-

middle income countries will face a higher increase rate of 7.8 percent (United Nations, 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2015). United Nations projections esti-

mate that the global population will increase to 9.8 billion by 2050, with the population 

aged more than 60 years old, being roughly the same as children under 15, approxi-

mately 2.1 billion each. Additionally, the increasing life expectancy will raise the num-

ber of people aged more than 80 from 137 million in 2017 to 909 million by 2100.  
 Older adults are more susceptible to body function disorders or age-related dis-

eases, both physical and mental. More than 20 percent of adults aged 60 or more, suffer 

from a mental disorder, with the most common being dementia and depression (World 

Health Organization, 2017). Specifically, mental conditions are insufficiently identified 

by health professionals and patients, with the latter usually being afraid to ask for as-

sistance since those diseases are often stigmatized. Dementia patients are expected to 
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triple by 2050, while the health care costs for that particular disease will be approxi-

mately 10% of the total expected health care costs increase in the next 20 years (World 

Health Organization, 2015). The need for smart patient observation systems is therefore 

needed, since monitoring by humans is not only costly but also inefficient with the 

aging population constantly increasing. A plethora of Ambient Assisted Living systems 

for older adults have been proposed to the literature (Rashidi & Mihailidis, 2013), in-

cluding robot assistants (Yusuf, Woo, Botzheim, Kubota, & Tudjarov, 2017), patient 

monitoring systems etc. Human activity recognition is a key factor for the effectiveness 

of these solutions. Although most of them are designed having elderly people in mind, 

they can also be used in mentally/physically impaired persons regardless their age. As 

a consequence, human activity recognition has been extensively studied in the litera-

ture. 

 Activity recognition aims to identify the actions and goals of agents acting in an 

environment. The purpose of human activity recognition (HAR), is the identification of 

common human activities in real life scenarios. Wearables, as Mukhopadhyay (2014) 

presented in his review, and a variety of sensors, like Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID) tags or pressure sensors, have been used in order to recognize activities of daily 

living, in the field of elderly people monitoring. With the rapid expansion of 

smartphones and wearables with embedded gyroscope, accelerometer and GPS, as well 

as cheaper sensing equipment becoming available publicly, HAR systems have been 

considered more as a smart home or out of hospital patient monitoring solution. 
Another aspect of HAR systems is the ability to detect abnormal behaviors. Every 

individual, especially older adults, develop patterns in their living. That daily routine 

could be recognized using HAR. Any variations could be detected and the system could 

alert their relatives or caregivers. A typical example is mild cognitive impairment, a 

clinical condition causing cognitive changes (such as memory loss), often leading to 

dementia or Alzheimer disease (Petersen et al., 1999). Dementia, for instance, has spe-

cific symptoms that a person could develop such as, difficulties to perform motor ac-

tivities, identify objects, difficulties for abstract reasoning, valid judgement, reduced 

speaking ability, or verbal / written language understanding (Thies & Bleiler, 2013). 

Most of these symptoms could be detected by observing a person’s activities of daily 

living and creating a behavioral model. Although aforementioned conditions are not 

curable, early detection could lead to proper treatment, hindering them, thus reducing 

treatment costs, and promote independent living for elders. There are also evidence that 

smart home installations with the ability to perform behavioral anomaly detection, 

could prevent, in some cases, hospitalization (Kornowski et al., 1995). 
The purpose of this paper is to review the current advancements on the HAR / ab-

normal behavior detection area. The first section describes a typical HAR system in-

stalled in an ambient assisted living environment, presenting the main components and 

their role inside the system. Anomaly detection in elderly behavior is also described, as 

well as how it uses HAR data to extract a behavioral model and identify abnormalities. 

The third section presents current work on the area and compares systems based on 

their design. Proposed solutions are broken down to sensors used, activities recognized 

and whether the recognition is offline or online. The fourth section describes the way 

HAR is realized, diving into the feature selection and extraction techniques used, the 

classification method and architecture of proposed systems. The fifth section presents 
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an evaluation, experimental analysis and an empirical analysis of state-of-the-art ap-

proaches. Additionally the current literature is divided using a taxonomy based on sen-

sors used, i.e. wearables, ambient sensors (Lara & Labrador, 2013), type of recognition 

(HAR, abnormal behavior detection and whether the recognition is performed locally 

or on a remote server. Lastly, conclusion and future work are drawn. 

2 Human Activity Recognition / Abnormal Behavior Detection 

The purpose of a Human Activity recognition system is to correctly identify human 

actions in real time and inform the agents interested in those actions. HAR was firstly 

realized by attaching lights on major joints of a person dressed in black (Johansson, 

1973). Johansson used orthographic projection to determine the structure of body rigid 

parts, where each part was represented by two points. Apart from activities performed, 

an HAR system can also be used to recognize the interaction between humans and ob-

jects as well as humans and humans. This information could provide additional insight 

about the action’s context.  
 As a core concept of psychology, abnormality refers to deviation from any social 

norm, typical behavior, cultural or ethical expectations. Anomaly detection is the iden-

tification of patterns that do not comfort with the model created (Chandola, Banerjee, 

& Kumar, 2009). Using the results obtained from activity recognition the aforemen-

tioned model can be generated for each individual.  

2.1 Human Activity Recognition Framework 

HAR systems typically follow an architecture referred as HAR framework. The 

framework describes the basic components such a system needs in order to achieve its 

goal. This framework on its simplest form, as shown in Figure 1, consists of a sensory 

medium, a processing unit and a display to present the results. 

a) Sensory medium 

 A variety of sensors have been proposed in the literature, each providing data to 

recognize different activities. Wearables and smartphones are already capable of per-

forming activity recognition tasks, i.e. smartwatches tracking physical exercise (jog-

ging, running, stair climbing etc.). That particular feature, as well as the variety of sen-

sors embedded in those devices, made them popular in activity recognition field 

(Kumari, Mathew, & Syal, 2017). Apart from smart phones and wearables, other sen-

sory devices include: Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) networks (G. Hu, Qiu, & 

Meng, 2016; Yao et al., 2017), pressure sensors,  force sensors etc. The wearable and 

ambient sensors are summarized on Table 1.  A typical HAR system installed in a house 

can collect readings from various sensors, creating a sensing network.  
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Figure 1. Simple HAR system steps 

 
Sensor type Sensor 

Mobile / wearable sensors 

Accelerometer 

Gyroscope 

Heartrate 

Body temperature 

GPS 

Ambient sensors 

Pressure 

Humidity 

Infrared 

Radio frequency identification 

Magnetic switches (door/cabinet opening/closing 

Ultrasonic 

Force 

Contact 

Electric power usage 

Light 

Temperature 

Table 1. Sensors used in HAR 

Data collection, using the aforementioned sensors, is the first step of every HAR 

system. Depending on the purpose of the system, a different sensing network is used. 

For instance, if only simple activities should be recognized (i.e. walking, standing, sit-

ting) accelerometer and gyroscope data are enough to identify them. On the other hand, 

when one needs to recognize more complex activities (i.e. drinking water, using appli-

ances etc.), the sensing network should include sensors that can expose information 

about those actions. Raw data collected, are then send to a processing unit.  

b) Processing unit 

The processing unit is responsible for data manipulation, feature extraction and se-

lection - if applicable - and activity recognition. These procedures could either happen 

offline on a local device (i.e. smartphone) or online (i.e. remote server). The data ma-

nipulation step includes noise removal and data preprocessing (e.g. raw data represen-

tation). Features used in activity recognition can be divided into three categories, time 

domain, frequency domain and physical features. A variety of features are available for 

Sensory medium 
(sensors, mobile 

phone etc.)

Processing unit 
(remote or local)

Display
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use on HAR domain. Using more features though, doesn’t always lead to better classi-

fication results since based on the type of classification, some features may be redun-

dant or irrelevant. Some of the feature selection methods used in activity recognition 

are ReliefF, an algorithm ranking features based on relevance (Robnik-Šikonja & 

Kononenko, 2003) and Correlation based Feature Selection (CFS), a technique using a 

heuristic evaluation function based on correlation to rank feature subsets (Hall, 1999). 

Feature selection, extraction, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as well as 

classification are further discussed in section four.  

c) Display 

The classification results (i.e. the recognized activity), can be communicated to the 

user using different ways. Depending on the design of the system, an on-screen display 

can be used, a vocal message etc. There are cases were results are available through an 

API. This is useful in cases the recognized activity should be used as an input to a 

separate component, such as a behavior modelling system. 

When designing an HAR system, there are specific aspects to take into considera-

tion.  Obtrusiveness is an important factor when implementing activity recognition, es-

pecially in elderly people. Configurations that require users to carry equipment, or wear 

sensors, could be invasive, expensive and create discomfort. Lara et al. (2013) also 

brought system’s energy consumption into attention. Processing, communication and 

visualization require energy with the former being the most power demanding task. 

That’s the reason data are preferably transmitted using short range communication (low 

energy Bluetooth or Wi-Fi). Another characteristic, is where the recognition is done. 

Recognition done on a server (online) allows the implementation of more complex 

models as well as higher storage capabilities. On the other hand, offline recognition, 

like a mobile phone, may provide less computational power and limited battery, but 

reduces energy consumption for constantly transferring raw data as well as system’s 

response time. Whether the recognition will be online or offline depends heavily on the 

classification method used, i.e. bagging (Witten, Frank, & Hall, 2011) requires a lot of 

resources during evaluation phase, making it unsuitable for offline HAR.  

2.2 Abnormal Behavior Detection 

Abnormal behavior can be defined as actions that are unexpected and often evalu-

ated negatively because they differ from typical or usual behavior (Durand & Barlow, 

2003). Five main criteria have been proposed to identify abnormality: statistical crite-

rion, social criterion, personal discomfort, maladaptive behavior and deviation from 

ideal (Rosenhan & Seligman, 1984). Usually a multi criteria approach is used to define 

a behavior as abnormal. A statistical infrequent behavior, for example, that prevents the 

person from “normal functioning” and breaks the social norm will be categorized as 

abnormal.  
 An abnormal behavior detection system deployed in ambient assisted living en-

vironments, used a behavioral model created by observing the usual activities per-

formed. As soon as the model was generated, each activity was compared against that 

model to detect the likelihood the person would perform that activity (Aran, Sanchez-

Cortes, Do, & Gatica-Perez, 2016).  
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 Apart from a behavioral model, a scenario based system was also proposed in the 

literature (Amiribesheli & Bouchachia, 2015). Initially, dementia symptoms proposed 

in the literature were collected. Using those symptoms, a set of scenarios was devel-

oped. Out of the initial set only thirteen scenarios were chosen after validation by social 

caregivers and dementia specialists. Each user's activity was validated using those sce-

narios for abnormality detection. Different cases had different interventions, such as 

invite awareness, suggestion, prompts, urges and performs.   
 Another approach for identification of behavioral divergence, was the use of a 

rules modeling system (Riboni, Bettini, Civitarese, Janjua, & Bulgari, 2015).  First-

order logic formulae were used to create a knowledge base, in which axioms were added 

based on the performed activity. Rules were specified to evaluate the abnormality of an 

activity or a group of activities. The rules were represented using propositional logic. 

For example, D. Riboni et al. (2015) in their work, defined the predicate anomaly 

(Categ, Obj, Time), to represent an anomaly, with Categ being the category of the 

anomaly, Obj the object involved in the activity and Time the instant the anomaly hap-

pened.  

2.3 Evaluation metrics 

Evaluation of an HAR system is a complex task. A well-defined framework that 

could be used to compare multiple techniques is not available. Depending on the sen-

sors used to collect raw data, different datasets are used to train the classifiers. Even 

when the sensors employed are the same, there may be differences on the activities 

recognized. The number of activities identified, as well as similar activities e.g. stand-

ing and sitting, could affect the performance, resulting in a big number of misclassified 

instances.  
Metrics used on binary classification problems can be generalized for a problem with 

n classes. Each metric is calculated for a single class, and the mean for all classes is 

calculated, for instance when walking is the activity recognized, all instances of walk-

ing will be positive with all other instances negative.  
Performing cross validation leads to the generation of a confusion matrix. Confusion 

matrix is a matrix 𝐶𝑀𝑛𝑥𝑛 in a 𝑛 class problem, where the 𝐶𝑀𝑖,𝑗 element is the number 

of examples that belong to class 𝑖 and classified as instances of class j. Given that matrix 

the following numerical values can be extracted:  

 
1. True Positives (TP): correctly classified positive instances 

2. True Negatives (TN): correctly classified negative instances 

3. False Positives (FP): misclassified negative instances (classified as positives) 

4. False Negatives (FN): misclassified positives instances (classified as nega-

tives) 

 
 Using the above information several metrics used in HAR can be calculated:  

a) Accuracy, one of the most standard metrics, represents the percentage of 

correctly classified examples - positive and negatives (1).  
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b) Precision and Recall are the ratio of correctly classified instances to the 

total positive classified examples (2) and the total positive instances re-

spectively (3).  

c) F-score is the combination of Precision and Recall in a single metric (4). 

It is worth mentioning, that using the mean of a metric, to evaluate the performance 

of a system may lead to biased measurements (Forman & Scholz, 2009). Forman and 

Scholz presented an extensive analysis on F-score, Recall and Precision, and a novel 

way to calculate those metrics. Instead of calculating the mean, the sum of True Posi-

tives, True Negatives, False Positives and False Negatives were used to calculate the 

metrics. The authors concluded that their method was more unbiased and should be 

used instead of average F-score. 

When evaluating abnormal behavior detection two more metrics are used:  True Pos-

itive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR). The former represents the percentage 

of correctly detected anomalies out of total number of anomalies and the later the per-

centage of normal activities detected as anomalies out of total number of normal activ-

ities. 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
∑ 𝑇𝑃+∑ 𝑇𝑁

∑ 𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
    (1)             𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  

∑ 𝑇𝑃

∑ 𝑇𝑃+∑ 𝐹𝑃
  (2) 

 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
∑ 𝑇𝑃

∑ 𝑇𝑃+∑ 𝐹𝑁
     (3)             𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
   (4) 

2.4 Datasets 

Although there are many available datasets used on activity recognition, the majority 

of them were not collected from elders. As older adults tend to have different motor 

patterns, it is crucial to have data originating from them. A lot of published research 

papers, use data gathered specific for their systems. Nonetheless, there are some pub-

licly available datasets. 

One of the most commonly used datasets was published by Shinmoto Torres, 

Ranasinghe, Shi, & Sample (2013). This dataset was obtained by 14 older subjects be-

tween 66 and 86 years old. All of them had a wearable sensor attached to their chest 

(on top of clothing). The attached sensor was an RFID tag equipped with a 3D accel-

erometer and a microprocessor. Additionally, three or four antennae were placed 

around the room directed to areas associated with higher risk of falling, such as bed, 

chair and open area. Apart from the acceleration data the received signal strength indi-

cator (RSSI) was also logged along with the closest antenna. Subjects performed a pre-

defined sequence of actions: lying to sitting, sitting to standing and walking. 

Ojetola, Gaura, & Brusey (2015) published a dataset for fall events and daily activ-

ities. The subjects used were between 18 and 51 years old. Although data from elderly 

were not available, authors simulated real life conditions inside laboratory environment. 

Inertial sensors (i.e. accelerometers) were used to gather the data. More specifically, 

acceleration and orientation data were obtained from devices strapped to the chest and 
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thigh of subjects. Subjects were asked to perform two different routines. The first rou-

tine simulated falls, walking, sitting and standing while the second one simulated as-

cending and descending of stairs.  

Except from datasets directly obtained from elders or simulating elderly behavior, 

there are available data that were gathered using both younger and older adults. The 

RealWorld HAR dataset (Sztyler & Stuckenschmidt, 2016), used such an approach. 

The older subject was 62 years old while the younger 26. All of the subjects performed 

predefined drills, with wearables device attached on the head, chest, upper arm, waist, 

forearm, thigh and shin. All devices were equipped with accelerometer and gyroscope 

data. From the available data, time and frequency domain features were extracted. It is 

worth mentioning that the experiments, on the contrary with most datasets, were not 

conducted on a laboratory, but on realistic conditions (i.e. walking in the city, jogging 

in a forest etc). 

Similar to the RealWorld HAR dataset, the HealthyLife dataset (Do, Loke, & Liu, 

2013) obtained data from people range between 6 and 67 years old. All data were gath-

ered from a single 3D accelerometer (smartphone) carried in different ways (pants 

pockets, jacket pockets, hand-held, shoulder bags).  As subjects were left free to per-

form any activity, they were request to keep a log diary of the action they performed at 

a time in order to later annotate the data. Given only the accelerometer data, a basic set 

of activities could be recognized. Authors also included GPS data for each activity in 

case a more complex set of activities or user preferences were needed.  

 
Dataset Features Sensors Labels 

Shinmoto Torres 
et al. 

3-axis acceleration, RFID an-
tenna ID, RSSI, Phase, Fre-

quency 

Accelerom-
eter, RFID 

sensors 

Walking to chair/ bed, sitting, 
getting of the chair, lying on 

bed, getting of the bed, walk-
ing, standing 

Ojetola et al. 
3-axis acceleration / angular 

velocity  

3D accel-
erometer/ 
gyroscope 

Standing, fall forward/back-
ward, lying, sitting on 

bed/chair, near-fall, walking, 
crouching, fall rightward/left-
ward, real fall forward/back-

ward 

Sztyler & Stuck-
enschmidt 

Time 

Correlation co-
efficient (Pear-
son), entropy 

(Shannon), 
gravity (roll, 

pitch), mean, 
mean absolute 

deviation, 
interquartile 

range (type R-
5), kurtosis, 

median, 

3D Accel-
erometer / 
gyroscope 

Climbing stairs down / up, 
jumping, lying, standing, sitting, 

running, jogging, walking 
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standard devi-
ation, variance 

 

Frequency 

Energy (Fou-
rier, Parseval), 
entropy (Fou-

rier, Shan- 
non), DC mean 

(Fourier) 

Do et al. 
3-axis accelerometer, GPS 

signature 

3D accel-
erometer, 

GPS 

Without GPS 
Walk, run, 

drive, stay still 

With GPS 

User at cer-
tain place, 

User prefer-
ences 

Table 2: Available datasets with their respective features, sensors and labels (activities rec-

ognized). 

3 System Design 

This section presents proposed solutions in literature based on their design choices. 

Firstly, the sensors used by each system are presented and then the activities recognized 

are further analyzed. Comparison continues with whether the recognition is offline or 

online and the different activities recognized by each system. 

3.1 Sensors 

The first step in HAR is related to sensory input. The most common non-intrusive 

sensors used in the literature are smartphones, wearables (smartwatches, smart bands 

etc.), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) devices, ambient sensors (force sensors, 

temperature sensors, humidity sensors etc.). It is worth mentioning that cameras and 

microphones (used for speech recognition) also appear in a plethora of published works. 

However, they are considered intrusive and beyond the scope of this paper. 

A) Smartphones / Wearables 

Mobile phones and wearables have been extensively used on HAR domain (Kumari 

et al., 2017; Labrador & Lara, 2014; Lara & Labrador, 2013), as they are already 

equipped with sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS. Additionally, 

smartphones are not very expensive and people tend to be familiar with their use since 

nowadays they are part of people’s daily life.  Those aspects made them a reliable 

choice for data gathering and in some cases also data processing (Abdallah, Gaber, 

Srinivasan, & Krishnaswamy, 2015; Capela et al., 2016; Damaševicius, Vasiljevas, 

Šalkevicius, & Wozniak, 2016; Ronao & Cho, 2016; Kang et al., 2018). Capela et al. 

(2016) used smartphones to monitor able-bodied and stroke patients’ activities. Partic-

ipants were wearing a smartphone on their waist. Accelerometer and gyroscope data 
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were gathered to recognize the activity performed. Their research results shown that 

although smartphones could be used in HAR for population with a stroke, their unique 

movement characteristics provided additional challenges.  

 The problem of elders having different movement characteristics (same as stroke 

patients), required the use of an elderly simulation kit (Álvarez de la Concepción, Soria 

Morillo, Álvarez García, & González-Abril, 2017).  That kit restricted the movements 

of the subject, making him move as an elder. Additionally, special glasses were used to 

obscure the participants’ vision. A mobile device was attached on his waist gathering 

acceleration and gyroscope data.  

 Wearables have also been used in HAR domain. Santiago et al. (2017) employed 

a pendant responsible for activity recognition, more specifically fall detection. The pen-

dant was transmitting data to a smartphone responsible for classification. When a fall 

was detected, the wearable sent an alert to the phone with the latter contacting the per-

son responsible. The advantage of the proposed system was that the elder did not have 

to carry a smartphone all the time indoors, since the communication between the two 

devices was based on Bluetooth. 

A combination of wearable devices and smartphones have also been used 

(Sansrimahachai & Toahchoodee, 2017; Sztyler, Stuckenschmidt, & Petrich, 

2017).  Combined acceleration and gyroscope data from multiple sources, could pro-

vide more information and help distinguish activities that were often confused, i.e. sit-

ting and standing. T. Sztyler et al. (2017) used sensors placed on head, chest, upper 

arm, thigh and shin as well as a smartphone on the waist and a smartwatch on the wrist. 

The phone and the watch were also used to gather the sensor data and label them using 

a custom application. Although in their work they used only the data from the afore-

mentioned sensors, their dataset, that is publicly available, contains camera, sound, light 

and magnetic field data. 

B) Radio Frequency Identification 

Popularity of device-free activity recognition systems have increased recently. As a 

consequence, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) use in HAR domain has been ex-

plored. RFID tags and devices are deployed in the house creating a network. The radio 

signal fluctuations created by a person’s movement, are collected and used to extract 

the performed activity. Radio signal strength indicator (RSSI) and Channel state infor-

mation (CSI) are used to associate fluctuation with a performed activity. An RFID tag 

network has been used by Ruan (2016), to identify activities and localize a person in 

house.  

Yao et al. (2017) deployed a similar installation with Ruan. Passive tags were placed 

in the house walls. The system presented was designed with lower complexity in mind. 

Tag placement in the environment didn’t affect the overall performance. Several exper-

iments were conducted by the authors to evaluate the performance of their solution. 

Apart from tag density already mentioned, sensitivity to furniture changes, distance 

between human and tags as well as activity orientation were taken into consideration 

during evaluation. Results showed that all the previous cases did not have a significant 

impact on performance. 
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 An RFID solution, with the assistance of an accelerometer, was presented by G. Hu 

et al. (2016) Apart from the tags placed in the environment, a passive RFID tag 

equipped with a 3D-accelerometer was used. The latter had to be worn by the person 

acting. While the wearable tag was responsible for gathering all the data required to 

classify the activity, the tags placed on the environment only acted as a localization 

network, finding the room one is acting by exploiting the signal fluctuations.  

C) Ambient Sensors 

Ambient sensors include a variety of sensors such as motion, force, pressure etc. 

Sensors can be binary, returning 0 or 1 based on activation, or digital, transmitting a 

variable proportional to a physical dimension such as pressure or temperature. Arifoglu 

& Bouchachia (2017) in their work presented an activity recognition system using data 

collected by Van Kasteren, Englebienne, & Kröse (2011). The dataset used, contains 

readings from sensors placed in the environment. Reed switches were placed on doors 

and cupboards, pressure sensors on couches and beds, mercury contacts on drawers, 

passive IR to detect motion and float sensors on the toilet. All sensor readings are bi-

nary.  

An ambient sensor network was set up by R. Hu et al. (2017). Door sensors were 

used, not only on the entrance, but also on the fridge door to detect activities such as 

cooking and eating. Additionally, passive infrared motion sensors were incorporated, 

in order to detect movement in a participant’s home. Apart from the ambient network, 

authors evaluated their work with the enhancement of a Fitbit activity tracker and com-

pared whether it can provide any value or not. The Fitbit tracker is a wearable used to 

detect activities such as walking with high accuracy (Paul et al., 2015). 

Force and motion sensors have already been used in the literature, Aran et al. (2016) 

added smoke sensors in their ambient sensing network. The target of their system was 

abnormal behavior detection, so smoke detectors could provide useful data, like cook-

ing on a non-usual time. Sensors firing were used to provide localization information 

of the person. Using that method to determine the location of someone, could lead to 

potential problems when two different sensors fired, either because they were overlap-

ping or due to synchronization problems. Aran et al. addressed those issues and pro-

posed a solution, by choosing the location based on the duration of the activity signal.  

Zambrana et al. (2016) used eKauri, a commercial smart home kit using ambient 

sensors. Presence, temperature and luminescence sensors were integrated in each room 

of the house, as well as door sensors in each entrance. Due to the fact that eKauri was 

not able to distinguish between visitors and monitored person, the authors removed 

gathered data from days the subject was not alone. 

A different kind of ambient sensor network was incorporated by Nef et al., (2015). 

Wireless sensing boxes were placed in rooms, dining table, fridge door and toilet flush 

handle. Each box was equipped with a variety of sensors. Passive infrared for motion 

sensing, temperature sensors, luminescence, humidity as well as acceleration sensors. 

For validation purposes each person was equipped with a wearable belt clip fitted with 

switches for all activities. Subjects were instructed to flip the switch corresponding to 

the performed activity. 
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D) Hybrid Sensing 

Another method of sensing the environment in order to extract the performed activ-

ities or detect behavior abnormalities drawing researchers’ attention, is non-intrusive 

load monitoring (NILM). Monitoring the total power consumption of a household, the 

power could be disaggregated to the individual appliances (Nalmpantis & Vrakas, 

2018). The disaggregated data could then be used to evaluate the behavior and identify 

activities of daily living (Alcalá, Ureña, Hernández, & Gualda, 2017).  Appliance usage 

could lead to the development of routine patterns of how an elder act, as Alcala et al. 

(2017) pointed in their paper. Any detection of anomalies in the already learned appli-

ance usage, thus a potential symptom of elderly disorders, would result in a warning 

raised to a relative or caregiver (phone call, sms etc.). 

A smart assistive living environment for elderly living alone, using a combination 

of the previous mentioned sensors, have been proposed by Meng et al. (2017). In their 

work, they used pressure, noise, light, temperature and humidity sensors to monitor the 

environment and elder’s interaction with it. Additionally, IR and RFID tags were used 

as motion sensors. The goal of the authors was to integrate more sensors in their system. 

A similar approach was presented by Riboni et al. (2015). In their work, environmental 

sensors were placed indoors as well as presence sensors and RFID tags. Environmental 

sensors included pressure, temperature, door sensors etc. RFID tags were placed on 

items that the person was using in order to identify when it used them and if it put them 

back in place, for example put the milk back in the fridge. These data were used to 

identify behavioral abnormalities and signs of cognitive impairment. 

 A solution exploiting the advantages of wearable devices and Bluetooth Low En-

ergy (BLE) technology have been studied by Mighali et al. (2017). Their elderly mon-

itoring system required the person to wear a sensor tag, equipped with a 3-axis accel-

erometer, a 3-axis gyroscope and a BLE transceiver. The accelerometer and gyroscope 

were used to identify the performed activity. The transceiver’s purpose was communi-

cation with smartphones or smart watches and indoor localization. Localization was 

realized by communicating with BLE beacons placed in each room. Sensor tag was also 

equipped with a microprocessor and was powered by a single coin cell battery. 

Fan et al. (2017) developed an ambient sensing network, combining ambient sensors 

and wearables. In their work, experiments were conducted by monitoring third age vol-

unteers. Their homes were equipped with a variety of sensors, such as motion, door 

(including door lock), humidity, temperature, light, water dispenser, air condition mon-

itor, water leak and pressure. Also, elders were wearing a smartwatch with step count, 

heart rate and sleep monitoring capabilities. Subjects living routines and health data, as 

well as any alerts were contacted to their doctors and relatives. 

Another hybrid method was developed by Sebestyen et al. (2016). Sensors were 

spread in the house including door and pressure sensors on furniture. All indoor signals 

generated were transmitted to an Arduino device placed in home. Localization was also 

performed based on the sensors firing. In addition to that, the subject was equipped with 

a smartphone device, processing its own data.  

Lastly, under the City4Age project, Mainetti et al. (2015) presented an unobtrusive 

sensing network for elders. Published work was using ambient sensors, smartphones 
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and wearables as well as IR and BLE technology. Smart plugs were used, a device 

rarely used. It is worth mentioning City4Age performed activity recognition and abnor-

mal behavior detection not only by sensing elders indoors but also outdoors. 

3.2 Data Processing 

The medium that houses data processing and classification, is an important consid-

eration when developing an HAR system or performing abnormal behavior detection. 

Local processing, has the advantage that data transmission cost is either eliminated or 

greatly reduced as there is no need to contact an external server. Additionally, with the 

increased computational power and storage capacity modern mobile devices have, it is 

easier to perform more complex algorithms and store more sensor data for longer time. 

Another important aspect of offline processing is security. Local storage, for both his-

torical data and sensor data reduces potential security issues as, in most cases, physical 

access is required to retrieve the data. Robustness is also promoted by offline recogni-

tion, since there is no need to transmit data using wireless communication that are prone 

to failure or interruptions. On the other hand, offline recognition has some limitations. 

While processing and storage have been significantly improved, they are still not suf-

ficient to support more complex classification models and long-term history storage. 

Energy consumption is also a consideration when offline recognition is chosen. Data 

processing, feature extraction and classification are tasks that may require a reasonable 

amount of energy. Most mobile devices have a limited battery life that deteriorates with 

time and can affect performance.  
 With cloud infrastructures becoming cheaper and available to a broader audience as 

well as Internet of Things expansion, online solutions are getting a lot of attention. 

Taking advantage of the high storage and processing power, the implementation of 

more complex models and data processing algorithms is feasible. Providing an activity 

recognition system as service and using a universal encoding for sensors, as presented 

by Fan et al. (2017), allows the use of the system regardless of the sensors and the 

overall architecture. A variation of online processing is the installation of a processing 

unit at home, usually a local computer or an Arduino/raspberry platform. This method, 

promotes the advantages of online HAR while getting some benefits of offline recog-

nition. The literature is almost equally divided between the two methods and there are 

various criteria that authors use to choose one, such as response time, classification 

method and availability. 

3.3 Recognized Activities 

An important aspect of any HAR system is the activities it is able to identify. Fall 

detection is important when creating an ambient assisted environment for elders and it 

was the activity recognized by Santiago et al. (2017). Falling was also recognized along 

with other actions in Alvarez’s (2017) and Yao et al. (2017) work. The former detected 

immobility, walking activities as well as riding a bicycle and driving, while the latter 

detected a plethora of actions including sitting, standing, waving, kicking, bending over 

and crouching to standing.  
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Long periods of immobility could be a sign of health issues or lead to potential health 

problems. Sansrimahachai’s et al. (2017) work was focused on informing elders of ex-

tensive idle time and urging them to exercise. Inactivity detection was also one of the 

actions Arifoglou et al. (2017) detected in their paper. Additionally, sleeping, breakfast 

and dinner eating, drinking, toileting and leaving the home were recognized. 
A more basic set of actions, such as standing, sitting, lying down, walking and mov-

ing upstairs was recognized by the majority of research work, such as Mighali et al. 

(2017), Sebestyen et al. (2016), Capela et al. (2016), Hu et al. (2017), Sztyler et al. 

(2017). The smartphone-based recognition of Capela et al. was capable of detecting 

small movements such as washing dishes. Those actions were detected both to able 

bodied as well as stroke participants since their movement motives differ.  
Sleep recognition is also implemented in the system presented by Zambrana et al. 

(2017) and Meng et al. (2017). Sleeping disorders could be an alert for mild cognitive 

impairment, as well as help with its detection. Moreover, RFID tags attached to objects 

and power monitoring done by Meng et al., allowed the recognition of object usage, for 

example taking medicines and activities involving appliances such as washing clothes 

or watching TV. 
A different approach was followed by R. Hu et al. (2017) in their work. Instead of 

identifying the activities performed by the individual, they focused on recognizing vis-

its as well as the duration spent on each location of the house and the motion on them. 

Visit detection is important for elderly people leaving alone according to authors. Iso-

lation and decline in a person’s social engagement and interactions could lead to health 

issues and age related disorders (Singh & Misra, 2009). Knowing when one had visitors 

can also help caregivers plan their regular visits. Since visit detection was achieved 

using non-intrusive methods (i.e. door sensors), it was crucial to distinguish when the 

elder was leaving and when a visitor entered. Outing detection, was also performed by 

the system proposed by Aran et al. (2016) paired with indoor localization.  

4 State-of-the-art approaches 

A variety of techniques have been proposed in the literature for human activity 

recognition. While machine learning techniques are getting a lot of attention, there are 

still solutions based on statistical models and probabilities. Features used to identify 

activities derive from three domains as already mentioned. The majority of papers ex-

ploit time domain features mainly because extracting them requires less computational 

power, thus allowing real time extraction.  

Data gathering techniques vary. Most authors used publicly available datasets. A few 

papers used data specifically gathered for their work either from a lab with controlled 

conditions or volunteers from clinics and houses. Ambient and wearable sensors used, 

return continuous data, thus a segmenting method is required. Sliding window with a 

specific overlap has been used extensively in the literature. 

This section discusses the frameworks present in papers focused on elderly people. 

A detailed analysis of the classification/recognition method is made. Additionally, fea-

tures extracted and used are presented. Although many studies have been published in 

the HAR and abnormal detection domain we limited our study. The selection was made 
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based on classification method used, activities recognized and sensors used to gather 

data. Additionally, only recently published works were included (published in the last 

3 years) as older works have already been analyzed in previous reviews. The main fam-

ilies reviewed can be seen on figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Summary of methods reviewed 

4.1 Decision Trees 

Decision trees and their variations, have been extensively used for activity recogni-

tion. Capela et al. (2016) in their approach employed decision trees to recognize activ-
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ities using a smartphone equipped with an accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetome-

ter. Since the orientation may vary among people, a rotation matrix was calculated from 

one second data while the subject was standing still. After that, all sensory input was 

corrected using that matrix, thus the phone’s orientation was determined. A 1-second 

sliding window was also used while gathering the raw data from the sensors.  

Different sensor data and features were used in each stage of the decision tree. The 

features used can be seen on the Table 3. Firstly, whether a person was moving or not 

was identified using a threshold for each corresponding feature. If the person was im-

mobile, the orientation of the trunk was observed. Using specific thresholds, the activity 

was classified as standing, if the person’s body was upright, as sitting, if it was leaning 

back, or as lying down, if it was horizontal. In case the person was standing, examining 

how many of the features used on the first step exceeded the threshold, as well as the 

time the person was standing (more than 3 seconds), the person was considered to per-

form small movements. If the person was found to be mobile on the first stage, the 

second stage automatically classified it as walking. On the third stage, walking was the 

default activity performed. If the maximum slope feature exceeded a threshold for more 

than 5 seconds, then the activity was classified as stair climbing. 

  

Feature Formula 
Activity 

used 
Simple moving aver-
age of sum of range 
of linear accelera-

tion 

∑ [(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) ± (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) ± (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖))]4
𝑖=1

4
 

Immobile, mo-
bile, stand, 

small moves 

Difference to Y 𝑌𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣 − 𝑍𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣 − 𝑋𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣 Stand, sit, lie 
down 

Sum of range of lin-
ear acceleration 

(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) + (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) + (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) 

Immobile, mo-
bile, stand, 

small move-
ments 

Sum of standard de-
viation of linear ac-

celeration 
(𝑆𝐷(𝑋𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) + (𝑆𝐷(𝑌𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) + (𝑆𝐷(𝑍𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖)) 

Immobile, mo-
bile, stand, 

small move-
ments 

Maximum slope of 
simple moving aver-
age of sum of vari-

ances of gravity 

𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟 =  ∑ (𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑋𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣)𝑖 ± 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑌𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣)𝑖 ± 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑍𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣)𝑖)4
𝑖=1

4
 

max (𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟(2) − 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟(1), 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟(3)
− 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟(2), 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟(4)
− 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑟(3)) 

Walk, stairs 

Table 3. Features used. Gravity acceleration (Xgrav,Ygrav,Zgrav), linear acceleration 

(Xlin,Ylin,Zlin), Standard Deviation (SD). Capela et al. (2016) 

Capela et al. (2016) tested their work on a dataset with data gathered from able bod-

ied and stroke participants. The reason data from both were used, was because it was 

observed that classifiers trained with younger or able bodied people did not perform so 

well when used on elderly or people with disabilities (Del Rosario et al., 2014). A 

smartphone was placed camera forward in the subject’s belt (right front) or pant waist.  
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Sansrimahachai & Toahchoodee (2017) employed C4.5 decision trees to classify ac-

tivities. Their proposed solution was an online activity/immobility recognition system, 

using a smartphone and a smartwatch to gather data. Raw acceleration and angular ve-

locity data streams were redirected, through a message broker system, to the online 

recognition service. A 3-second sliding window was applied to raw data before being 

sent to the recognition service. The classic C4.5 decision tree algorithm was used for 

classification with statistical features, such as min, max and standard deviation. Apart 

from the activities recognized (sleeping, lying, sitting, standing, walking, stairs and 

running), periods of immobility were also identified. If inactivity or related activities 

were found for more than two hours, then a notification was sent to caregivers of the 

elder in order to take action. Also, a web-based application was created for relatives, 

caretakers etc. The application allowed them to monitor activities and heart rate at real 

time, access an activity log, track immobility and check the movement efficiency of the 

elder. Data gathering was done by placing the smartphone on a belt worn at the waist 

of older adults. 

4.2 Random Forests 

Decision trees are a solid classifier for activity recognition. Despite their extensive 

use, they are prone to certain problems such as overfitting. Sztyler et al. (2017) em-

ployed random forests, an ensemble method known to solve the overfitting problem 

(Breiman, 2001). A one second sliding window, overlapping by 50% was used and 

features from time and frequency domains were extracted from raw data. Discrete Fou-

rier transform, was applied to convert features from time to frequency domain. Addi-

tionally, features based on gravity were extracted. Those features could be used to de-

termine the orientation of the device. The acceleration and gravity forces were sepa-

rated using a low pas filter. Using the gravity vectors obtained from the previous step, 

the authors computed the angles between them (roll and pitch), revealing device’s ori-

entation. It is worth mentioning that whether the device is back or forth could not be 

determined, as it requires the azimuth angle, which could not be calculated, since the 

direction of north was not available.  

Another issue addressed in their paper, was the ability to use a pre-trained classifier 

with different people. For example, many HAR frameworks targeting elder adults use 

data gathered from younger and able-bodied persons, mainly due to lower availability 

of elderly data and/or difficulties in experiments with elders. Authors presented a cross-

subject activity recognition model. Four cross subject approaches were constructed and 

evaluated. The first approach is a leave-one-out method, where for each subject a clas-

sifier is created using all available data except from the one subject left out. The second 

approach is top pairs, where the five most similar samples for each subject were chosen 

and used for training. A K-fold (K=10) cross validation was employed to get the aver-

age recognition rate. The third approach was top-pairs, where a classifier was trained 

using data from one subject and was evaluated against all other subjects. The top five 

matches were paired with the subject used for training. The final classifiers were trained 

using the data from the pairs already formed. Last approach, and the one authors found 
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most promising, was the physical approach. Initial dataset was split into groups of peo-

ple by using various criteria. The criteria were gender and physique of a person, affect-

ing activities like walking and fitness level based on performance on certain activities 

(i.e. running, jogging). Each person was assigned to a group before classification and 

the appropriate model was used for recognition. Standing and sitting activities were 

found not to be related with any physical characteristics. 

4.3 Rule Based approach 

Zambrana et al. (2016), realized an activity recognition system using a rule-based 

approach. In their paper a sleep recognition system for elderly people assistance was 

presented. Sleep activity was defined as the period starting when one went to bed and 

ends when he woke up. Sleep recognition’s target was to find the time an elder went to 

bed and woke, the duration of the sleep and the duration of actual sleep (total duration 

minus visits to bathroom or other night activities). The tag used (eKauri), was equipped 

with a variety of sensors, as already mentioned. The features selected to train the clas-

sifier were:  

• Time a motion took place 

• Number of motions in bedroom/all rooms before the motion detected 

(four intervals, five minutes each) 

• Average luminance in bedroom/all rooms before the motion detected (four 

intervals, five minutes each) 

Rules used in their system were: user is in the bedroom, activity is performed at 

night, user is inactive and activity duration is more than 30 minutes. The main issue 

they encountered was that their system was designed under the assumption that night 

time is between 20:00 and 8:00. This assumption was not true for a majority of people. 

Their system ended up classifying activities like watching TV or reading at night as 

sleeping. In order to overcome that issue, a binary classifier was employed to classify 

periods into the bedroom as awake or sleep. 

4.4 Hidden Markov Models 

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have been proven a solid choice in HAR domain. 

G. Hu et al. (2017) used RFID tags enhanced with a 3-D accelerometer and HMM to 

perform activity recognition. Data preprocessing was done using Kalman filter, in order 

to smooth them and focus on one frequency spectrum. Features used were from the time 

and frequency domain. A 2-second sliding window with 50% overlap was used to group 

the sequence by frame. Collection rate was set to 101Hz in order to reduce noise and 

body acceleration was extracted using a Butterworth’s low filter. During classification, 

the Viterbi algorithm was used to calculate the probability of a sequence belonging to 

an activity class. Baum-welch algorithm was used to obtain the model parameters. In 

their work, 10299 frames were used with each activity taking 25 frames. Seven HMM 

were used in total with 6.866 vectors used to train them. 
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Hidden Markov models with the use of Viterbi algorithm to determine the activity, 

was also used by Sebestyen et al. (2016). They proposed an online recognition frame-

work, consisting of three different modules communicating through HTTP. Data from 

home sensors were sent to an Arduino device for processing while accelerometer and 

gyroscope data were processed directly at the smartphone. Processing included filtering 

to remove noise. Accelerometer data were denoised with a combination of median and 

moving average filters. Multiple HMM were used to model the behavior of a person 

due to its complexity. Authors classified the models needed into two categories, based 

on the time and the location the activity is happening. Markov’s chains were created to 

model activities and behavior associated with each part of the day (morning, mid-day, 

afternoon, night), and the location of action. Experiments were performed in a lab with 

simulated activity scenarios. 

4.5 HMM & Decision trees hybrid 

Fan et al. (2017), presented a cloud based human activity recognition system for 

smart homes. They provided a robust activity recognition as a service framework, using 

a standardized representation of sensor data allowing the integration of heterogeneous 

sensor networks. Additionally, REST API’s were provided, allowing communication 

in JSON format.  

Sensor data were clustered based on the number of sensors and devices in each room. 

Also, the purpose of each room was labeled during initialization. A three-layer sliding 

window was used with the first layer determining the working days / holidays and 

weather, the second layer explicit specifying if a device is on and the third layer detect-

ing the association between sensors. 

Classification was achieved by employing an HMM and C4.5 decision trees hybrid. 

The generated model represented the sequence of actions most likely to happen, given 

a set of observations. The probability distribution could be seen on (5) with 

{𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛−1} being the feature sequence and {𝑦1, 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛−1} the behavior model. 

The maximum probability was found using Viterbi algorithm.  

 

𝑃(𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥𝑛−1) = 𝑃(𝑦1)𝑃(𝑥1|𝑦1) ∏ 𝑃(𝑦𝑖|𝑦𝑖−1)𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝑦𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=2      (5) 

 

Decision trees, were used to exploit the fact that they do not require domain knowledge 

or parameter setting. Results from both classifiers were taken into account, and their 

intersection was returned as recognized activity. 

Anomaly detection was achieved by using the Kullback-Leibler divergence. With q 

being the trained model and p the true distribution of activity stream, calculating the 

difference shown on (6) allowed detection of anomalies. The larger the difference the 

higher the relative entropy. Difference exceeding a predefined threshold, resulted in an 

anomaly detection and an alert was set of. False alarms may occur, so the authors used 

intersection set and boosting vote to reduce their rate. It is worth mentioning that based 

on the system presented on the paper, the elder had the ability to manually cancel an 

alarm no matter how high the entropy was. 
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𝐷(𝑝||𝑞) = 𝐻(𝑝, 𝑞) − 𝐻(𝑝) =  ∑ 𝑝(𝑖) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝(𝑖)

𝑞(𝑖)𝑖          (6) 

4.6 Support Vector Machines 

Hu et al. (2017), on their home visit detection system designed for elderly living 

alone, relied on support vector machines (SVM) for classification.  Data from ambient 

sensors (IR and door sensors) and Fitbit wearable were gathered from participants. Ad-

ditionally, a nurse visit log was used to associate caretaker’s visits at home. Training 

data contained both the visit log and the sensory data. Indoor localization was per-

formed by registering the room that the last sensor fired was placed. An assumption 

was made that until a new sensor fires, the subject remains on the same room. It was 

also assumed that a visit event happens between two open/close events on the home’s 

entrance. Any of the aforementioned door events happening within one minute or less, 

were discarded from the observation set. Any visiting event that overlaps a logged visit 

at least 50% was considered a nurse visit.  

A one-class SVM classifier with a Gaussian kernel was employed. Features used 

included two six-dimension vectors, one including the total duration being on each 

room and the other the total times a sensor fired during the time segment, the number 

of room transitions and the step counter from Fitbit. Nurse visit log was used to label 

training data. Trained SVM was tested on a different home with changes on sensor 

installation as well as different person and behavior pattern. The reason was to observe 

if the model could be reused without retraining it, especially in cases were labeled data 

were hard to find.  

4.7 Deep Learning Approaches 

Arifoglu & Bouchachia (2017) in their paper presented a recognition system based 

on recurrent neural networks (RNN). Three different types of RNN were used in their 

system: Vanilla RNN, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) RNN (Hochreiter & Urgen 

Schmidhuber, 1997), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho, Merrienboer, Bahdanau, & 

Bengio, 2014). The neural networks were trained with labeled activities. Trained 

model, when a test sequence was given as input, assigned labels to each activity in the 

sequence. Every labeled activity was also assigned a confidence value. The mean con-

fidence value for each label in the training set was calculated and compared to the value 

of the instance coming from the test set. If the value was bigger than the mean, it was 

considered a normal activity, otherwise abnormal. 

Data preprocessing was the same for all three classification methods. Using the slid-

ing window technique (60 second window) the raw data in the dataset (Van Kasteren 

et al., 2010), were split into slices. Three different features were extracted from those 

slices:  

• Binary: representing whether a sensor was fired or not.  

• Change-point: returning 1 when a sensor’s state was changed or 0 when 

the state was unchanged.  
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• Last-fired: information about the last fired sensor (1 if the sensor fired last 

or else 0). 

The goal of their work was to identify dementia related abnormalities in a person’s 

activities. According to authors, no dataset related to the behavior of people with de-

mentia was available. Artificial anomalies were introduced in the dataset. More specif-

ically repeating or forgetting activities, dehydration and sleep disruption abnormalities 

were used. 

A common symptom of dementia suffering elders, is the repetition of already per-

formed activities or forget a performed action thus skipping it. In order to project this 

in the dataset, Arifoglu & Bouchachia (2017) added manually a set of actions. Activities 

added was teeth brushing and eating related actions (preparing dinner, eating, getting 

snack).  

Sleeping related disorders and night wandering are considered severe symptoms of 

dementia. Dehydration could be a result of a person forgetting to drink water. It could 

potentially result to sleep pattern disruption by reducing the number of times an elder 

visited the bathroom during night. Those anomalies were created by inserting synthetic 

activities in the night activity sequence (getting drink, going to toilet). The unmodified 

dataset was used for training while the modifications were introduced in the test data. 

A deep learning method based on Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) and fuzzy 

logic has been proposed by Kang et al. (2018). In their work, apart from activities, 

transition activities (i.e. turning left or right) were also identified. Accelerometer and 

gyroscope data collected from a smartphone were used as input on a CNN. Data were 

segmented using an overlapping sliding window approach. The degree of sliding and 

the height of the window were determined using simulated annealing. Two different 

CNNs were used, one for simple and one for transition activities. The results obtained 

from the two networks were integrated using fuzzy logic. Bell-shaped membership 

functions were used to represent the features of each activity and integrate the two dif-

ferent results. The fuzzification was done on the area that simple and transition actions 

were intersecting.   

4.8 Dictionary Learning 

Yao et al. (2017), used RFID tags to collect data and recognized the performed ac-

tivity with a dictionary approach. Dividing the continuous data from RFID tags into 

segments representing an activity, was achieved using a sliding window. Seven statis-

tical features were extracted from those segments: min, max, mean, variance, root mean 

square, standard deviation and median. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) was em-

ployed for feature selection. Canonical correlation was calculated for every feature pair 

and a greedy algorithm was used to generate feature subsets. Features that were weakly 

correlated got a higher ranking, while strongly correlated features a lower one. The 

greedy algorithm used was forward searching, where starting with an empty feature set, 

features were added and evaluated using the classification performance.  

For every activity one dictionary was learned using training samples. Activity’s dic-

tionary is independent from other activities, thus providing flexibility and scalability 
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on the system, as well as allowing new activity learning without affecting previously 

learned dictionaries. As authors mentioned, dictionary learning, could be done by using 

a small amount of training data, compared to other methods, reducing the need for man-

ually labeling and annotating big datasets. Dictionary learning could be represented as 

an optimization problem formalized as shown on (8). For each class 𝐶𝑘 a dictionary 

matrix 𝐷𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑘 , with 𝑚 being the feature dimension and 𝑘 the activity, had to be 

constructed. The training samples 𝑂𝑘 = {𝑂1
𝑘 , 𝑂2

𝑘 , … , 𝑂𝑁
𝑘  } had to have a sparse repre-

sentation 𝑋𝑘 = {𝑋1
𝑘, 𝑋2

𝑘 , … , 𝑋𝑁
𝑘  } over that dictionary. Maximum dictionary vectors the 

𝑂𝑘 matrix could be represented as, is 𝑇𝑂
𝑘(𝑇𝑂

𝑘 ≪ 𝐾). K-SVD algorithm was used to solve 

the optimization problem. 

 
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐷, 𝑋

 ||𝑂 − 𝐷𝑋||2
2, 𝑠. 𝑡. ||𝑥𝑖||0 ≤ 𝑇𝑜        (8) 

 

In order to assign an incoming signal to a certain activity, authors proposed several 

ways to use the already learned coefficients. Such ways included, maximal, maximal 

mean, maximal sum of coefficients, reconstruction error and concatenate coefficients 

where learned coefficients were stacked with features, forming a new feature vector 

used on an SVM for classification. Dictionary approach was tested against state-of-the-

art classifiers as K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), LSVM, RF, and Naïve Bayes (NB).    

4.9 Dempster-Shafer theory 

Dempster-Shafer theory (DST), also known as evidence theory, was employed by 

Alcalá et al., (2017). Power consumption from each appliance was considered as read-

ing from an independent sensor. Each device’s consumption was providing a belief 

about usage normality. A general belief about how normal was the usage of all appli-

ances, was obtained by merging all the individual beliefs.  

While modeling the basic belief function for every device, the day and the time in-

terval of the day were considered, since usage varies during different days and hours. 

The time interval 𝑇𝑖and the day were used to bin together occurrences of each appliance. 

Dividing the number of occurrences in each bin for a specific time interval (3 hours), 

with the total number of occurrences for that day, the probability for that device to be 

used that time of day was obtained. The same process was done for every appliance, 

thus modeling the basic belief functions of all devices. Certainty constants were used 

to multiply the possibilities. Their values were empirically set to 0.9 in case of an event 

and 0.1 otherwise, meaning that in case of a switch on event there was 10% uncertainty 

and the opposite.  

For evaluation purposes the Household Electricity Survey (HES) database 

(Zimmermann et al., 2012) and the UK-DALE dataset (Kelly & Knottenbelt, 2015) 

were used. A non-intrusive load monitoring algorithm was firstly deployed providing 

the disaggregated data. The authors, considered only appliances that could be manually 

turned on/off and discarded devices with automatic or continues usage (i.e. fridge).  

Evidential networks is the representation of the DST as acyclic oriented graphs 

(Hong et al., 2009; Simon & Weber, 2009). In their fall detections system, Aguilar, 
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Boudy, Istrate, Dorizzi, & Mota (2014), used dynamic evidential networks (DEN) 

based on the temporal belief filter (Ramasso, Rombaut, & Pellerin, 2006). DEN was 

used to perform data fusion on data originating from two different sources. Data were 

originating from two separate subsystems: an IR sensing network (F. & S., 2005) and 

a wearable fall detection device (Baldinger et al., 2004). The approach proposed by the 

authors, was able to identify soft falls, a functionality that the wearable did not have. 

Moreover, data fusion improved performance and the usage of dynamic evidential net-

works allowed the system to work even when one of the two sensing devices was not 

present.   

4.10 Threshold based methods 

Santiago et al. (2017), published a fall detection system using a wearable and a cell 

phone. Their system was based on thresholds to detect falling of elders. A wearable 

pedant, equipped with accelerometer, gyroscope, Bluetooth, as well as a panic button 

and a stop alarm button. Proposed architecture was based on offline recognition on a 

smartphone communicating with the pedant via Bluetooth.  

The pedant constantly monitored its accelerometer and gyroscope sensors and trans-

mitted data to the smartphone. When acceleration exceeded a predefined threshold, the 

gyroscope variation was examined. If the variation was found to exceed the threshold, 

regardless of the direction of the change, a 3 second timer was started. After that timer, 

the position variation was again compared to the threshold. If it exceeded it again, a fall 

detection event was fired and a 30 second timer was started. During that timer’s dura-

tion, the elder could cancel the alert using the button on the pendant. If the alarm was 

not canceled, a notification was sent to relatives and/or caregivers. 

Another threshold approach was published by Mighali et al. (2017), under the 

City4Age project. City4Age aimed to promote friendlier cities for elderly or people 

with mild cognitive impairment. In the published paper, authors presented an architec-

ture designed for indoor positioning and motility detection. The former is executed of-

fline on a wearable using BLE beacons placed indoors to determine the persons loca-

tion, while the later was achieved using the inertia sensors of the mobile/wearable de-

vice. Both results were sent to a cloud infrastructure for further analysis.  

As already mentioned, localization was performed with BLE beacons. Each beacon 

broadcasted a unique identifier (i.e. its MAC address). The receiver device calculated 

the distance from the beacon using the signal strength. The main issue with that method, 

that authors addressed, was that the results could be found unreliable especially when 

transiting from one room to another and the person is at the edge. That problem was 

solved by adopting a stability period. Stability period introduced a time delay that the 

user had to be in location, in order to detect a room change.  

Motility system, was the main component responsible for activity recognition. A 

sensor tag was used on the research conducted in the paper, equipped with 3 axis ac-

celerometer and magnetometer as well as a BLE transceiver. Due to tag’s limited bat-

tery and memory, a simplified threshold design was adopted, able to distinguish be-

tween mobility and immobility. Raw accelerometer data were obtained at 25Hz, and a 
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median filter with n=3 was applied, removing noise spikes. After filtering, the raw data 

were used to calculate the Signal Magnitude Vector (SMV) using (9). By calculating 

the SMV, orientation was removed from data. A 3-second sliding window with 30% 

overlap was employed to segment the data. Standard deviation had been chosen as the 

feature to compare against the threshold. If standard deviation exceeded the threshold, 

a moving period was identified, while if it was below, a still period was recognized.  

 

𝑆𝑀𝑉 =  √𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑥2 + 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑦2 + 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑧2            (9) 

4.11 Probabilistic behavior model 

Aran et al. (2016), developed a system for detecting abnormal behaviors, often lead-

ing to potential health issues. Due to the different needs of sensors, depending on the 

size of house and each room, an abstraction layer was created to overcome different 

sensor configurations. Abstraction layer was responsible for converting all sensory in-

put into universal events defined by their start/end time and a label. Authors used two 

event types: locations and outings.  

  Location of the subject inside the house was found based on which sensor fired. 

The proposed system, kept track of the current location and when no activity was de-

tected, it assumed that the person remained in the same room. The challenge when using 

sensor event to detect location was when multiple sensors fired. This could be due to 

sensor covering the same area or sensors not synchronized. In order to overcome that 

problem, the location was updated based on the duration of the activity signals.  

Knowing when the elder was in the apartment, thus analyzing sensory input and his 

behavior was also important. Door sensors were used by the authors for that purpose. 

An assumption was made that the person always closes the entrance after leaving and 

opened it to enter. Considering that assumption, outing could be easily identified, when 

two consecutive door events were registered and no actions in the house were detected.  

  Individual’s behavior was modeled using a statistical model (10). Location se-

quence was represented as 𝐿 = {𝑙𝑡} , hours of the day as 𝐻 = {ℎ𝑡}, ℎ𝑡 ∈ {1,2 … ,24} , 

probability of being at a location during a specific hour as 𝜃ℎ,𝑙 = 𝑃(ℎ|𝑙) and the count 

of locations in a time slot as 𝑛(𝑙, ℎ, 𝐿, 𝐻) =  ∑ 𝕝(𝑙𝑖 = 𝑙 ⋀ ℎ𝑖 = ℎ𝑖 ).  

 

𝑝(𝐿; 𝐻; 𝜃) = ∏ ∏ 𝜃ℎ,𝑙
𝑛(𝑙,ℎ,𝐿,𝐻)

𝑙ℎ       (10) 

 

Above model, could reveal information regarding different activities based on the lo-

cation at a specific time, such as sleeping, wake up time or sleep disruptions. K-means 

clustering with 2 clusters was applied to cluster behavior patterns shared across multi-

ple persons. Clustering shown that most people spend time in their living rooms, while 

sleeping in bedrooms, an observation important according to authors, as it could affect 

the sensor deployment.  

Finally, anomalies were found as deviations from patterns using a cross entropy 

measure. Lower entropy means that the model created could predict the distribution, 

while higher entropy means the model could not predict the data with high accuracy. In 

order to validate their approach, authors split the dataset into weekly intervals. Data 
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from the weeks before the one used for validation, were used for training. Cross entropy 

was calculated for each hour of each day.   

4.12 Other 

Riboni et al. (2015) in their paper, presented the Fine-grained Abnormal Behavior 

Recognition (FABER) system. FABER is a hybrid technique using Markov logic chains 

and a knowledge-based inference engine representing knowledge as first order logic 

formulae. FABER’s purpose was the early detection of mild cognitive impairment. First 

component of their recognition framework was the semantic integration layer. All sen-

sors (ambient, RFID, presence) communicated raw data to that layer. The semantic in-

tegration layer then extracted basic activity and/or event information using simple in-

ference methods. The extracted information, represented using a shared vocabulary, 

were sent to the Markov logic network reasoner. The representation of the sensor events 

can be seen on (7). In that event sequence representation 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑒𝑗𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖) is the sensor 

event 𝑒𝑗𝑖 at time instance 𝑡𝑖 (only one sensor event can fire at one time instance).  

 

< 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑒𝑗1, 𝑡1), 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑒𝑗2, 𝑡2), … , 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑒𝑗𝑚, 𝑡𝑚) >    (7) 

 

The first order logic knowledge base used could potentially lead to ambiguous re-

sults. For example, as the authors state, if the event sequence indicated that the silver-

ware drawer is closing and the glassware cabinet is opening, could be interpreted as 

setting the table or washing dishes, activities that cannot happen at the same time. That 

problem was addressed using the Markov logic network (MLN). Logic formulae were 

given a weight, describing the confidence on their validity. The probability of a formula 

being true, with respect to axioms representing reality, was used to evaluate the validity. 

Weights were learned using an observation set with labeled data. MLN’s goal was to 

find, based on the observations and formulae already defined, the most probable set of 

axioms. First order logic formulae were also employed to detect the activities bounda-

ries, i.e. when an activity starts and ends.  

The last component of the system presented, was the inference engine, responsible 

for abnormal behavior identification. Abnormalities were represented with proposi-

tional logic rules. Behavioral analysis includes evaluation of the activity boundaries, 

anomaly predicates, and external knowledge such as medication prescribed. Anomalies 

were categorized as non-critical or critical. Non-critical anomalies occured when the 

elder skipped or forgot a step during an activity sequence execution (e.g. forgot to close 

a drawer after taking something from inside) or when activities took more time than 

normal. Those anomalies were signs of mild cognitive impairment, though they were 

considered minor. Critical anomalies occurred when the patient forgot, skipped or re-

peated an activity. Critical anomaly was also considered when the person executed the 

same activity more than once (e.g. eat the same meal twice).  

Data were gathered from a laboratory installation but the system had to be retrained 

when it was tested in a real case scenario. Preliminary testing was performed on a hos-

pital with physicians and care takers assessing the system. 

Álvarez de la Concepción et al., (2017) used accelerometer data for activity recog-

nition and fall detection on elderly. Training data were obtained by using a 5 second 
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sliding window. Features extracted are arithmetic mean, minimum, maximum, median, 

standard deviation, geometric mean and features from frequency domain by applying a 

fast Fourier transformation. Activities recognized were not predefined in their system. 

Instead, users could specify the activities they wanted to identify and provided the data 

by performing those actions for a specific set of time. Duration of performing an action 

depended on the activity itself, for example walking needed 20 seconds, driving re-

quired 15 minutes and riding a bike 3 minutes mainly because acceleration did not occur 

at a specific frequency.  

Ameva algorithm (Gonzalez-Abril, Cuberos, Velasco, & Ortega, 2009), was em-

ployed for variable discretization. Having the class labels 𝐶 , the continuous attributes 

𝐿 and the statistic features 𝑆 mentioned before, by applying the algorithm on each sta-

tistical feature, a matrix 𝐷𝑚{𝐶, 𝐿, 𝑆} was generated, containing all the set of intervals 

associated with the activity 𝐶. After that the probability of a feature associated with a 

class was calculated and a matrix was generated, containing instances of the training 

data that belong to specific interval. Lastly the relative probability matrix was calcu-

lated, representing, how likely was, a value associated to a statistic feature, to belong 

to a certain activity. During the recognition process, a majority voting system was used 

to find the activity that was performed. Features were considered uncorrelated, provid-

ing same value of information.  

Due to the usage of discrete variables instead of continuous, as well as the elimina-

tion of dependencies between them, battery consumption of the application was im-

proved, according to authors. Considering that elders were not familiar with use of such 

devices and they were not very keen on following long procedures needed for training, 

it is emphasized that their approach, allowed quick training on a set of activities the 

user wanted. In case an unknown activity was found, meaning that the probability that 

a value belongs to a class was low, an alert was generated. After performing experi-

ments, the threshold that determines whether an action was recognized, was set to 25%, 

for the joint probability. Fall detection was approached with a different method. Accel-

eration peaks followed by a 5 second inactivity were monitored. In case one was found 

it was labeled as fall.  

Online Daily Habit Modeling and Anomaly detection (ODHMAD), was a frame-

work designed for elderly activity recognition and behavior analysis proposed by Meng 

et al. (2017). ODHMAD consisted of three different modules, the sensor gathering 

module, the activity recognition module and the daily habit modeling and anomaly de-

tection module. Data gathering layer was in charge of raw data processing and infor-

mation extraction. Second layer was responsible for recognizing the performed activity 

given the data from the previous component. Lastly, third layer modeled the habits of 

the elders using probabilistic models and detects whether a performed activity diverged 

from that pattern, thus recognized as an anomaly. 

Online activity recognition layer, as the name implies, was able to identify per-

formed activities. The proposed approach, did not rely on classification to recognize 

activities thus no training data were needed. Instead the algorithm presented relied on 

information from sensors to extract the action and metadata (i.e. start/end time, dura-

tion, and breaks). Several assumptions were made by the authors, in order to be able to 
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recognize activities based on sensor activation. While those assumptions limit the over-

all system, they were true for most ambient and wearable sensors. Those assumptions 

were:  

• Sensors, when not active, returned a stable value 

• During an activity, sensors returned higher or lower values 

• Activation time could not exceed time in idle state 

• Activities had a finite duration 

• Short breaks from an activity did not interrupt it 

• Same set of sensors should not be the only indicator of more than one ac-

tivity 

Information about sensor activation and duration were what the recognition system 

used to identify activities. One of the features obtained was the activation period of a 

sensor, indicating whether a sensor is currently activated and the start/end date/time of 

activation. Sensor normal status information, allowed the OAR component to identify 

a sensor activation. By modeling the continuous signal obtained when no activities were 

performed, the activation signal could be recognized. Another feature used, was the 

break and pending status of the sensor, allowing the recognition of breaks during activ-

ities and recognition of actions with small pauses (i.e. sleeping disruption). Lastly an 

index was used that maps activities with corresponding sensor status. This index al-

lowed the system to quickly recognize an activity as well as model complex activities 

requiring more than one set of sensors, in order to identify them. 

The next layer of the ODHMAD framework was the dynamic daily habit modeling 

(DDHM). A tree structure with two layers was generated dynamically by that layer, in 

order to model daily habits, based on the activities recognized by the previous layer. 

First layer, contained the activities, while the second layer the probability that an activ-

ity would be performed at different time periods. Information regarding start/end time 

and duration were used to find the similarity of detected activities and modeled activi-

ties. The higher the similarity, the more probable was the activity to happen in the mod-

eled period. Similarity, between modeled activities and incoming activities, was calcu-

lated by evaluating how close their starting and end times were, and how much they 

overlap. If the similarity was below a threshold (80%) a new time period for that activity 

was modeled, i.e. added to the tree. Pruning on rare nodes was also performed, in order 

to reduce computational cost and prevent node proliferation.  

Anomaly detection was based on the tree structure created by the DDHM module 

and followed a similar approach. Since the system had already modeled the behavior 

any incoming activity that had a similarity less than 30% with the most similar modeled 

activity, was detected as potential anomaly and an alarm was raised. As the authors 

mentioned, anomaly detection worked only after the tree had been stabilized, meaning 

that the daily behavior of the elder had been completely modeled. Due to anomaly de-

tection and activity modeling relying on the same technique, they could not work sim-

ultaneously.  
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5 Performance analysis 

Performance comparison is a difficult task with many challenges. Firstly, the da-

tasets used have major differences not only on the sensors used to gather raw data but, 

on the subjects and conditions those data were gathered. Also, each framework pre-

sented in the literature identified a unique set of activities, or performed behavior mod-

eling based on different elderly actions and interactions with their environment. Most 

used metrics include Accuracy, F-measure with Precision, Recall following. This sec-

tion aims to present the results of each method using the metric each paper used.  

Decision Trees 

Capela et al. (2016) performed experiments using data from both able bodied and 

stroke participants and used the F-score metric to calculate their system performance. 

A mobile phone was attached on their waste, gathering data from its sensors while per-

forming activity recognition. Stroke subjects were older adults, while able bodied were 

younger. Their results showed that the more complex the classification, the lower their 

score. More specifically, their decision tree approach had better results (>94%) while 

detecting mobility/immobility. During the second stage of the DT classifier, perfor-

mance was lower. Classifying immobility as standing, sitting and lying down, was 

based on a single feature (inclination) and a static threshold. It was observed that stroke 

participants had different postures due to health conditions and advanced age, resulting 

in misclassification. Stage 3 had an even lower performance. Authors mentioned that 

stroke patients walking activity was not classified correctly mainly due to hemiparesis 

preventing pelvis movement, thus tampering acceleration data. Unique movement pat-

terns between participants also caused activities to be wrongly classified. Authors con-

cluded that in order to identify stair climbing and small movements, additional features 

were needed. Also, as stroke and older subjects have different mobility levels, a dataset 

from younger people would over fit to their age group, preventing a broad use of the 

model. Classification results of each stage can be seen on Table 4. 

 
DT stage # Activities Performance (avg) 

1st 2 
Able-bodied 98% 

Stroke 97% 

2nd 4 
Able-bodied 86% 

Stroke 77% 

3rd 6 
Able-bodied 55% 

Stroke 47% 

Table 4. Classification performance per DT stage 

Sansrimahachai & Toahchoodee (2017) in order to evaluate the performance of their 

proposed solution, developed an activity recognition application for android. The mo-

bile phone was attached to the waist of elderly people for data gathering and processing.  

Seven subjects were used in total with no noise filters applied. Accuracy was used as a 

metric with 93.5% average and individual accuracies as seen on Table 5. Stair climbing 

activity had a lower accuracy due to acceleration data, similarity with walking and run-

ning activities. 
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Activity Accuracy 

Sleeping 96.48% 

Lying 95.5% 

Sitting 96.89% 

Standing 97.10% 

Walking 90.94 

Stair Climbing 85.03% 

Running 95.33% 

Table 5. Accuracy for each activity recognized. 

 

Random Forests 

Sztyler et al. (2017) tested their solution exploiting random forests and smartphones 

separately for the three different functionalities it provided (on-body position detection, 

subject specific activity recognition, cross-subject recognition). On-body position clas-

sifier was responsible for detecting dynamic and static activities, as well as device’s 

position on the subject, thus improving overall classification performance. The second 

phase, subject specific recognition, was in charge of classifying the action performed. 

Two different methods were tested on that phase, a position independent approach and 

a position aware one. The first one was classifying the activities disregarding the device 

position. The second approach, used one set of classifiers for each subject and device 

orientation. Knowing the orientation allowed the authors to extract an activity specific 

feature set in their experiment, in order to improve accuracy. Cross-subject activity 

recognition was used to measure how well the proposed system could identify activities 

performed by subjects, that is hard to gather and label data from (i.e. elders). During 

the experiments, authors assumed that the orientation was known. A group approach 

was used, where each group represent certain people whose labeled data could be used 

to train a classifier for a person with no labelled data. The methods used to create those 

groups were discussed in 4.2 (leave one out, top pairs, physical, randomly).  

The F score was employed by the authors as the evaluation metric. Position recog-

nition had an 81% F-score with the classifier, trained for each person using all activities, 

performing better when the device was placed on the shin (88%) and worse when placed 

on the upper arm (78%). Authors, analyzed the results, and concluded that the stronger 

the acceleration of an activity the better the position recognition. Evaluating their dy-

namic and static activity separation approach, led to better results. The average F-score 

when firstly the activity was classified as static or dynamic, was 89% with the highest 

being 94% on the shin and the lowest 85% on upper arm. The classifier deciding 

whether an activity was static or dynamic, performed well with a 97% score.  

Subject specific recognition was evaluated with and without device position infor-

mation, showing that knowing the position and orientation of device improved the clas-

sification results. Indeed, there was a 4% improvement with the position free classifi-

cation with F-score being 80% and 84% when position information was used. Several 

positions were evaluated to find if there was an optimal place to attach the device on 
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human body. No optimal place was found as the position was highly related to the ac-

tivity that was performed. A device placed on the chest, for example would provide 

better results when recognizing stair climbing, while when placed on the thigh, standing 

was better identified. Proposed random forest classifier was also evaluated against five 

different classification algorithms outperforming them in the same dataset (NB, kNN, 

SVM, NN, and DT).  

Cross subject recognition was evaluated using all the aforementioned methods for 

subject grouping. Only dynamic activities (climbing, jumping, running. Walking) were 

considered as the static activities (standing, sitting, lying), according to authors, are 

similar for each individual. The smartphone was placed on different position on the 

body, with the waist having the best score regardless the method that was used to create 

the test groups. Physical criterion for subject grouping, had the best f-score (78%). 

When adding the static activities, performance slightly dropped for dynamic activities 

(79%). Authors addressed that issue by experimenting with adding additional accel-

erometer and gyroscope enabled devices. Incorporating a smart band, the performance 

of the classifier improved, scoring 82% on groups created using physical characteris-

tics. An assumption was made that the position of the device was always the waist, as 

cross subject device’s position recognition results were found to be low (best 77%, 

worst 54%). Authors concluded that cross subject activity recognition is feasible when 

grouped with physical attributes, but still further investigation was needed. 

Rule Based approach 

Zambrana et al. (2016) as already mentioned, used a rule-based approach to perform 

sleeping recognition, while using a binary classifier to classify activities at bedroom 

during night, as awake or asleep. Authors experimented with three different classifiers, 

SVM, KNN and RF. After fine tuning the parameters for each classifier, the SVM with 

a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel was found to have the highest accuracy of them 

(96%). Classifier allowed the authors to predict the time the subject went to bed and 

woke up, thus allowing them to calculate the duration of sleeping and by subtracting 

the active hours during night, the duration of actual rest hours. The SVM employed 

correctly classified all awake instances while misclassifying only 18 instances of sleep 

examples.  

Hidden Markov Models 

G. Hu et al. (2017) tested their proposed solution, exploiting HMM, using the Moo 

RFID tag and a commercial reader to capture the data. A 3-second sliding window with 

60% overlap was used for data sampling. After fine tuning the parameters of the HMM, 

the authors validated their approach on a real-life scenario. Their model was also com-

pared with the work of HMM-based RFID solution (Garcia-Valverde, Garcia-Sola, & 

Botia, 2010; Tran et al., 2009) already proposed in the literature, with authors stating 

that they outperformed them by ~2%. 

Sebestyen et al. (2016) evaluated their HMM using the morning activities of a per-

son. Although in their work no numerical results were presented, they stated that their 

results were acceptable and promising, thus expanding to more activities, time and lo-

cation would be their focus. The recognized activities so far were only associated with 
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the kitchen usage during morning. Their HMM could recognize the actual activity per-

formed (i.e. making breakfast, eating breakfast, making coffee and drinking coffee) and 

extract certain observations related to that activity, such as walking, standing, sitting 

and non-uniform movements. 

HMM & Decision trees hybrid 

Fan et al. (2017) evaluated their activity as a service solution using a real-life sce-

nario. A volunteer living alone, suffering from hearing and anorectal diseases and living 

quite far from the hospital, had agreed to have the framework implemented at his home. 

The elderly participant was monitored for a three-week period. Several ambient sensors 

as well as wearables were used for monitoring. Data were processed on the cloud with 

his grandson and doctor being able to receive real time alert and monitor his status. 

Although overall system’s accuracy was 93%, authors insist that further testing is re-

quired with more participants, as detecting abnormalities on his behavior was hard to 

be found in a three-week period.  

FABER 

FABER’s performance, a hybrid framework using machine learning and symbolical 

reasoning, was assessed using data gathered from actors simulating patients’ behavior 

in a laboratory installation. In total three different activities of daily living had been 

simulated with anomalies regarding those activities: preparing food, eating and taking 

medicines. Actors simulating the behavior of elderly people were divided into two 

groups. First group was simulating the behavior of 7 health seniors while second 14 

people with mild cognitive impairment symptoms. As already mention in 4.12, anom-

alies were divided into critical and non-critical. First group was only performing few 

non-critical anomalies while the second was prone to both types of them. For non-crit-

ical anomalies FABER had achieved a 90% F score, for critical anomalies 96% and the 

total F score was 93%. Riboni et al. (2015) mentioned that misclassification was due to 

inaccurate activities’ boundaries detection.   

Support Vector Machines 

Hu et al. (2017) tested their one class SVM, for home visits detection using nurse 

logs and data from elderly leaving alone. In their work they incorporated a Fitbit tracker 

in order to evaluate whether a wearable will improve system’s accuracy or not. Their 

model was first tested against labeled data from 1st user, before it was deployed and 

tested on different users and home installations. Additionally, unlabeled visiting events 

were used for testing. According to authors, it was crucial to test their pre-trained model 

and its performance on different scenarios without the need for retraining. Overall re-

sults (as shown on Table 6), proved that the Fitbit tracker improved the overall accuracy 

compared to using only ambient sensors. On the other hand, using the pre-trained model 

on different installations, had a negative impact on performance. 

 

User 
Ambient (la-

beled) 
Ambient (unla-

beled) 
Ambient/Fitbit 

(labeled) 
Ambient/Fitbit 

(unlabeled) 

1 85.1% 44.8% 87% 49% 
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2 83.3% 28.4% 87.5% 26.8% 

3 58.8% 15% 76.5% 6.1% 

4 75% 22,5% 75% 32.5% 

5 73,7% 15.3% 84.2% 16.4% 

Table 6. Hu et al. results per user, sensors and type of data 

Deep Learning Approaches 

Three different type of RNN were tested against the dataset from Van Kasteren et 

al. (2010), vanilla RNN, LSTM and GRU. The original dataset contained data from 

three different households, and the neural networks were evaluated against all of them. 

The datasets were split using leave one day out cross validation method to test and 

training data. Following that method, one day was used for testing and the rest for train-

ing. That technique was used for all days and the average score was reported. Arifoglou 

et al. (2017) compared their performance with the performance of the classifiers used 

by Van Kasteren et al. (2010) when benchmarking their dataset (HMM, NB, HSMM, 

CRF, NB).  Results for each classifier and dataset can be seen on Table 7, while results 

for abnormal behavior are presented on Table 8. Authors concluded that RNN ap-

proach, especially LSTM, showed promising results especially on abnormal behavior 

detection but still needed improvements as the method was prone to false negatives. 

 
Classifier Dataset A Dataset B Dataset C 

NB 95.3% 86.2% 87% 

HMM 92.3% 81% 83.9% 

HSMM 91.8% 82.3% 84.5% 

CRF 96.4% 92.9% 89.7% 

Vanilla RNN 95.5% 87.9% 86.7% 

LSTM 96.7% 87.2% 87.4% 

GRU 96.1% 87% 86.6% 

SVM 96.1% 86.2% 87.5% 

Table 7. Classifiers’ accuracy on each dataset. 

  
Classifier TPR FPR 

NB 40.4% 43.5% 

HMM 58.36% 96.2% 

HSMM 98.85% 32.2% 

CRF 66.22% 40.5% 

SVM 72.11% 44% 

LSTM 91.43% 40.96% 

Table 8. TPR and FPR for each classifier 

Kang et al. (2018) evaluated their results on data collected from five elders perform-

ing predefined activities (walking straight, standing, turning left, turning right), for an-

ytime between 3 and 5 minutes. All data were gathered using an Android smartphone. 

Results can be seen on the table 9. Authors also compared the performance using the 
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parameters obtained using simulated annealing with optimal values proposed in the lit-

erature (Huynh & Schiele, 2005) and combinations derived from Fourier transfor-

mation method. Comparison showed that simulated annealing generated parameters 

that could significantly increase classification performance.  

 
Activity F score 

Walking (simple 0.9944 

Standing (simple) 0.9922 

Turn to left (transition) 0.8019 

Turn to right (transition) 0.9772 

Table 9: F score for each activity 

Dictionary Learning 

Yao et al. (2017) performed their experiments with data gathered from six subjects, 

performing 23 different activities. Raw data from RFID tags, were gathered at 0.5 sec 

intervals. Their dictionary system was compared to Multinomial Logistic Regression 

with 𝑙1 (MLGL1), KNN, SVM, RF and NB using F score for evaluation. After fine 

tuning the parameters and features for each method, results showed that the dictionary-

based method outperformed all of them. More specifically, although SVM showed sim-

ilar performance with the method proposed when doing a person depended validation, 

during person independent validation, dictionary learning had better performance. An 

issue identified by the authors during evaluation, was the low accuracy on lower body 

movements (i.e. kicking). This could be an issue with the hardware setting or intra-class 

variability.  Authors, tried to collect a bigger spectrum of RFID data by placing different 

lines of tags on different height, each corresponding to a distinct body part.  

Experiments were performed, regarding the setup of the system and the response 

time. The average latency of the system was found to be approximately 4.5 seconds, 

mainly due to data collection and feature selection. As RFID tags were placed indoors, 

challenges arising from the environment were examined. Firstly, the distance between 

tags was evaluated. Varying the distance from 0.3 to 1 meter and re-evaluating the sys-

tem, showed that the proposed method was tag density independent. Since the signal 

fluctuation was used to gather data, the changes on furniture and the effect on the per-

formance was tested. It was found that furniture could slightly affect the performance. 

Authors also experimented with the distance between persons and tags, revealing that 

distance had no particular effect on recognition. Lastly the sensitivity of the system to 

person orientation was tested, and found that proposed solution could identify most 

orientation sensitive activities. Orientation had an effect only on actions with similar 

intra class gap, such as falling left and right. Average accuracy of the system was found 

to be 96% across 23 different postures and actions.  

Dempster-Shafer theory 

Using the UKDALE and HES dataset, Alcalá et al. (2015) evaluated their approach 

on how to exploit non-intrusive load monitoring to perform activity recognition and 

abnormal behavior detection. Their approach was benchmarked against a Gaussian 

mixture model (GMM) (Alcalá, Ureña, & Hernández, 2015) and the union probability 
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was used for scoring. Authors divided the training data on days of week instead of 

working days and holidays, a change that improved the performance of GMM.  

Four different household were used for evaluation, three single pensioner houses 

from the HES dataset and one family house from the UKDALE. Devices with automatic 

operation or constant consumption (e.g. fridge) were removed. A threshold was set em-

pirically with any score bellow that would be considered an anomaly. Results showed 

that Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) could model uncertainty better and detect anoma-

lies more efficiently. Also, a single appliance with a strict routine, found in the family 

household experiment, could saturate the score, preventing GMM from detecting an 

anomaly. This issue is not applicable to DST, where the evidence of an abnormal pat-

tern is higher than the evidence of normal one. Another conclusion the authors came 

to, was that DST approach could detect short term deviations more effectively com-

pared to the GMM approach.  

Overall the DST system proposed was evaluated and found to be more reliable as it 

can detect effectively both short- and long-term deviations. Also, it is more sensitive to 

anomalies and produces lower number of false alarms due to inactivity. Lastly, strong 

routines, a case in elderly people households, was examined and the system’s perfor-

mance was better than the already proposed GMM. 

Dynamic evidential networks proposed by Aguilar et al. (2014) were compared to 

the classical evidential networks approach. Comparison was made on the same dataset, 

consisting of 33 different fall scenarios: 16 hard falls, 17 soft falls and 5 normal situa-

tions. The overall accuracy of the two approaches was similar. However, the proposed 

approach could better identify soft falls. On the other hand, DEN produced more false 

alarms. Authors proposed a solution to that, by introducing localization in the house. 

This helped on classifying the areas as zones that have a higher movement probability, 

thus a higher fall chance. This localization, according to the authors, could reduce false 

fall alarms.  

Ameva Algorithm 

Álvarez de la Concepción et al. (2017) presented a mobile phone-based activity 

recognition system. They have gathered data from volunteers, between 19-48 years old, 

with a smartphone attached to their waist. The generated set was split randomly to train-

ing (70%) and testing (30%). Additionally three more datasets were employed for eval-

uation purposes all containing data gathered from mobile phones and wearables 

(Shoaib, Scholten, & Havinga, 2013; Weiss & Lockhart, 2012; Zhang & Sawchuk, 

2012). Although all datasets were using younger adults as subjects, the system was also 

evaluated using people wearing accessories that would simulate the movement of el-

ders. Of all detected activities the higher performance was achieved at fall detection 

with 98% accuracy, followed by cycling with 97.91%. Lowest accuracy was observed 

on driving (93.63%) and walking (93.5%). Driving was mainly confused with being 

idle, as the small movements generate a similar acceleration profile. Aforementioned 

results were obtained from a test case, where a young person was simulating an elder’s 

movement and the average accuracy of their system was 95%.  

Apart from evaluating the classifier, authors performed experiments regarding the 

energy consumption of their solution. Since the recognition was performed offline, it 

was crucial to assess the power needs. As optimizations were done on battery usage, 
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their application could run for approximately 18 hours. Comparing their energy needs 

with activity recognition systems proposed in the literature that perform an offline 

recognition, showed that the Ameva algorithm approach was the most energy efficient 

method. 

Threshold based methods 

The threshold-based method, presented by Mighali et al. (2017) was evaluated under 

laboratory conditions and among young and elderly people. Subjects performed tar-

geted activities for one minute and occasionally they had small breaks standing still. Of 

the collected data 60% were used for training while the rest formed a validation set. 

The binary classification between standing still and moving achieved high accuracy, 

97.2% for the former and 97.9% for the later. Validating the BLE beacon localization 

module, was achieved by using two scenarios. One with beacons placed on opposing 

walls of two rooms and one within a 5-meter proximity and visual contact between 

them (close to the separating door). First scenario had 100% correct localization prob-

ability, while the second one, depending on the distance between the two beacons (var-

ying from 0.5 to 3 meters) had a probability between ~90% and 100%.  

Santiago et al. (2017) developed an application running on android device, in order 

to evaluate their threshold-based fall detection system. The pendant was equipped with 

a microprocessor an accelerometer and gyroscope as well as Bluetooth capabilities. 

Experiments were done on different fall scenarios, such as backwards, right/left side 

and right/left diagonal. Front fall scenarios were not tested as they were considered 

dangerous. Overall accuracy was 86.6% with each fall’s average accuracy shown on 

Table 10. 

 
Type of fall Number of tests Accuracy 

Backwards 11 92% 

Right side 10 83% 

Left side 11 92% 

Diagonal left 10 83% 

Diagonal right 10 83% 

Table 10. Accuracy & number of tests per type of fall. 

Online Daily Habit Modeling & Anomaly Detection 

Meng et al. (2017) evaluated their work against two datasets: a fall detection dataset 

with accelerometer and gyroscope data (Ojetola et al., 2015) and the opportunity activ-

ity recognition dataset (Sagha et al., 2011) containing data from both wearables and 

ambient sensors for six daily activities. Apart from the precision metric, authors used 

the false alarm rate (11) and miss detection rate (12), with 𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ,
𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 , 𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦   being the number of detected activities, correct detections, false 

detections and total activities respectively.  

 

𝐹𝐴𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
= 1 −

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒

𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
      (11) 
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𝑀𝐷𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 1 −
𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒

𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
                         (12) 

 

Firstly, the OAR model was evaluated using the fall detection dataset. Authors stated 

that the performance was very good, but false alarms did occur. Using all dimensions 

of the 3D accelerometer and gyroscope the performance greatly increased, recognizing 

13 out of 14 falls and no false alarms were generated. Performance wise OAR achieved 

an 87.45% precision with 12.5% false alarm rate and 8.9% miss detection rate, outper-

forming other systems proposed for the same dataset. Using the opportunity dataset, the 

precision was 78.4%, with false alarm and miss detection rate 21.5% and 11.6% re-

spectively. On opportunity dataset OAR was inferior to information theoretic score ap-

proach (Chavarriaga, Sagha, & Del R. Millán, 2011), on precision and false alarm, but 

it was the best on miss detection metric.  

Additionally, authors conducted performance experiments, comparing their method 

with other methods proposed on the same datasets. They have implemented all solu-

tions on Matlab, and run them under the same conditions. Their approach was found to 

be faster (delay for fall detection: 0.86 seconds), compared to Decision Trees (delay 

1.84) and Hidden Markov Models (delay 1.32 seconds).  

Probabilistic Behavior Modeling 

Aran et al. (2016) used a dataset gathered anonymously covering 104 days and 45 

different subjects with average age 84.3 years old. Annotations were achieved by ask-

ing subjects to report the activities’ start and finishing time. For the location inference 

engine, the bathroom usage data were used for testing. The system was able to correctly 

classify 81/94 bathroom events and misclassified 46 other events as bathroom. The pre-

cision and recall of the location inference engine were found to be 86% and 64% re-

spectively. For outing detection results were better with 86% precision and 94% recall.  

After validating the location and outing detection engines, authors evaluated the 

anomaly detection system. Two different type of anomalies were considered: a sensor 

malfunction and behavior changes. Sensor malfunction could be observed in data, as 

there were days the subject was constantly reported in one room. Anomalies were an-

notated manually. Comparing the detected anomalies with the annotated ones, was done 

by thresholding the detected anomalies and check if an hourly detection score was 

higher than the threshold, thus marking the day as anomaly. If the marked day was also 

manually annotated as anomaly, then it was a correct detection otherwise a false one. 

In total 104 days of 3 subjects were used for testing. Two approaches were considered, 

one that evaluates all data at the end of the day and one that does it hourly. The second 

method had slightly better performance with 72% TPR and 38% FPR compared to 66% 

TPR and 29% FPR of the daily evaluation.  

6 Qualitative analysis 

Summarizing the results discussed on the previous section, a qualitative analysis can 

be performed. Since each work was evaluated on different dataset and a different set of 

activities was recognized, an empirical comparison was made and no experiments were 
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conducted. Table 11, shows each system’s classification method, metric used, number 

of activities recognized (N) and their performance. Results obtained from Alcalá et al., 

(2017) were omitted, since the metrics used (belief and plausibility) could not provide 

results directly comparable with the rest of the reviewed papers.  

 
Authors Classification Metric N Results (avg) 

Aguilar et al. DEN Accuracy 2 95% 

Álvarez de la Concep-
ción et al. 

Ameva Accuracy 9 95% 

Aran et al. 
Probabilistic 

behavior 
model 

TPR, FPR 4 
TPR 72% 

FPR 38% 

Arifoglou & 
Bouchachia 

RNN 
Accu-
racy, 

TPR, FPR 
9 

Vanilla 

Dataset A 95.5% 

Dataset B 87.9% 

Dataset C 86.7% 

LSTM 

Dataset A 96.7% 

Dataset B 87.2% 

Dataset C 87.4% 

TPR 91.43% 

FPR 40.96% 

GRU 

Dataset A 96.1% 

Dataset B 87% 

Dataset C 86.6% 

Capela et al. 
Decision 

Trees 
F-score 6 

Able bod-
ied 

55% 

Stroke 47% 

Fan et al. HMM & DT Accuracy - 93% 

G. Hu et al. HMM F-score 8 94% 

Hu et al. SVM Accuracy 2 

Ambient 
Labeled 74.58% 

Unla-
beled 

25.2% 

Ambient 
+ Fitbit 

Labeled 82.04% 

Unla-
beled 

26,12% 

Kang et al. 
CNN & Fuzzy 

logic 
F-score 4 

Simple 
Walking 0.9944 

Standing 0.9922 

Transi-
tion 

Turn left 0.8019 

Turn right 0.9772 

Meng et al. ODHMAD 
Preci-

sion, FA 
/MD rate 

11 

Fall da-
taset 

Precision 87.4% 

FA rate 12.55% 

MD rate 8.9% 

Oppor-
tunity 

dataset 

Precision 78.49% 

FA rate 21.5% 

MD rate 11.64% 

Mighali et al. 
Threshold 
method 

Accuracy 2 97.55% 

Riboni et al. FABER F-score 3 93% 
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Authors Classification Metric N Results (avg) 

Sansrimahachai & 
Toahchoodee 

C4.5 Trees Accuracy 7 93.5% 

Santiago et al. Threshold Accuracy 2 86.6% 

Sztyler et al. RF F-score 8 

Position 
recognition 

89% 

Subject spe-
cific 

84% 

Cross subject 
1 device 79% 

2 devices 82% 

Yao et al. Dictionary F-score 23 96% 

Zambrana et al. Rule based F-score 2 96% 

Table 11. Aggregate results. (-) = Not applicable, (N) = Number of activities 

Usage of already trained models to different persons, whose data were not part of 

the training set, is a common issue when performing activity recognition. That problem 

was only addressed by Sztyler et al., (2017) with their cross subject recognition ap-

proach. The ability to use their system without further retraining, gives a significant 

advantage when moving to a real-life scenario.  

Another aspect important on HAR systems is energy consumption. This is important 

on deployments performing offline recognition (i.e. smartphones, portable computers 

etc.). Álvarez de la Concepción et al., (2017), performed experiments regarding battery 

consumption and optimized their approach to minimize battery usage. Energy effi-

ciency has to be further investigated in the literature as the majority of the state-of-the-

art systems do not take it into consideration.  

Obtrusiveness is also an important characteristic of the presented activity recognition 

systems. Smartphones and wearables are ambiguous regarding their intrusiveness. 

Since most of those devices are equipped with a GPS, camera and microphone, they 

could be potentially exploited to intrude a person’s privacy. Additionally, the need to 

carry them or wear them, could be considered as a certain type of intrusion. All papers 

presented in this review that exploit smartphones/wearables for sensing, (Álvarez de la 

Concepción et al., 2017; Capela et al., 2016; G. Hu et al., 2017; Mighali et al., 2017; 

Sansrimahachai & Toahchoodee, 2017; Santiago et al., 2017; Sztyler et al., 2017) took 

advantage of the built in accelerometer and gyroscope of those devices without using 

any functionalities that could be considered intrusive.  

Ambient sensors and RFID tags on the other hand provide the lowest intrusiveness. 

More specifically works exploiting ambient sensors and RFID (Aran et al., 2016; 

Arifoglu & Bouchachia, 2017; Fan et al., 2017; R. Hu et al., 2017; Meng et al., 2017; 

Riboni, Bettini, Civitarese, Janjua, & Bulgari, 2015; Sebestyen et al., 2016; Zambrana 

et al., 2016) provided low intrusion in a person’s privacy as they only had to be installed 

in the house. Lowest obtrusiveness was achieved in the work presented by Alcalá et al., 

(2017). In their work disaggregated power data were used to recognize performed ac-

tivities. Power disaggregation could be achieved using power data coming from a single 

device, thus no special installations or further care of the house residents is required 

(Nalmpantis & Vrakas, 2018).  
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The number of activities recognized and the different type of activities is an addi-

tional characteristic that has to be taken into consideration when designed or imple-

menting an HAR system. Table 12 presents the different type of activities identified on 

each paper. A set of activities, as shown on Table 10, is identified by most state-of-the- 

art systems. Those actions are related to movement, walking, sitting, standing and stair 

climbing. Meng et al., (2017) proposed solution is the one that recognized the most 

activities of all the presented papers. Their work was evaluated against two different 

datasets, with the opportunity dataset (Sagha et al., 2011) providing data for more per-

formed activities. Higher number of identified actions though, could result on lower 

performance score as the classification task becomes more complex. 

Activities are considered to have distinct boundaries by most proposed HAR sys-

tems. Kang et al. (2018) recognized transition activities in their work with high F-score. 

This is important, as actions in real-life scenarios “blend” with each other. Another 

important characteristic of their solution was its scalability. According to authors, their 

method could potentially be trained (with small changes) to recognize any set of a sim-

ple and/or transition activities.  

 

Authors 
 
 
 

Activities 

A
gu

ilar et al 

A
lcalá et al. 

Á
lvarez d

e 

la C
o

n
cep

-

ció
n

 et al. 

A
ran

 et al. 

A
rifo

glo
u

 et 

al. 

C
ap

ela et al. 

G
. H

u
 et al. 

H
u

 et al. 

K
an

g et al. 

M
en

g e
t al. 

M
igh

ali et 

al. 

R
ib

o
n

i et al. 

San
srim

ah
a-

ch
ai et al. 

San
tiago

 et 

al. 

Seb
estye

n
 

et al. 

Sztyler et al. 

Yao
 et al. 

Zam
b

ran
a 

et al. 

Walking - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - 

Run - ✓ - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - - 

Jumping - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - 

Sitting - - - - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - 

Standing - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓ - - - ✓ ✓ ✓ - 

Stairs - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - 

Falling ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - ✓ - - - ✓ -  ✓ - 

Lying - - - - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - - 

Sleeping - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - ✓ 

Immobility - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - 

Entry/exit bed - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - 

Small move-
ments 

- 
- - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - ✓ - 

Cycle - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Driving - ✓ -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

localization - - - ✓ - - - ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - 

Outing - - - ✓ ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - 

Appliance us-
age 

- 
✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Authors 
 
 
 

Activities 

A
gu

ilar et al 

A
lcalá et al. 

Á
lvarez d

e 

la C
o

n
cep

-

ció
n

 et al. 

A
ran

 et al. 

A
rifo

glo
u

 et 

al. 

C
ap

ela et al. 

G
. H

u
 et al. 

H
u

 et al. 

K
an

g et al. 

M
en

g e
t al. 

M
igh

ali et 

al. 

R
ib

o
n

i et al. 

San
srim

ah
a-

ch
ai et al. 

San
tiago

 et 

al. 

Seb
estye

n
 

et al. 

Sztyler et al. 

Yao
 et al. 

Zam
b

ran
a 

et al. 

Use toilet - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Brush teeth - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Prepare /eat 
food 

- 
- - - ✓ - - - - ✓ - ✓ - - ✓ - - - 

Get drink - - - - ✓ - - - -  -  - - ✓ - - - 

Doors usage - - - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - 

Drawer usage - - - - - - - - - ✓ - ✓ - - - - - - 

Open close 
fridge/ dish-

washer 

- 
- - - - - - - - ✓ - - - - - - - - 

Interaction 
with objects  

- 
- - - - - - - - ✓ - ✓ - - - - - - 

Table 12: Activities recognized on each paper. 

Another conclusion that can be drawn by observing table 12 is that more complex 

activities, such as interaction with objects and furniture, cooking and eating could be 

recognized using data from ambient sensors and RFID tags. Those sensing deployments 

could expose more information about smaller movements and object usage. On the 

other hand accelerometer and gyroscope provide information only about the trunk 

movement. Riboni et al., (2015) for example, deployed a sensing network using RFID 

and ambient sensors. The sensing network allowed them to identify usage of food con-

tainers, interaction with medicines and furniture. Those activities could provide more 

information when detecting abnormal behaviors since complex behaviors could be 

modeled more accurately.  

6.1 HAR Taxonomy 

Dividing the current literature on activity recognition and abnormal behavior detec-

tion focused on elderly people, could be achieved using a variety of criteria. The tax-

onomy used on this review, firstly divides the proposed systems based on whether ac-

tivity recognition or behavioral modeling / anomaly detection is the goal. Another cri-

terion used is the type of sensors employed (i.e. smartphones/wearables, ambient sen-

sors etc.). Lastly, the literature is classified based on the type of recognition, i.e. online 

or offline. A summary of the design choices made by each author can be seen on Table 

13. 

 
Authors System Sensing Data pro-

cessing 

Alcalá et al. ABD Non-intrusive load monitoring Online 

Álvarez de la Concepción et al. HAR Smartphone Offline 
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Authors System Sensing Data pro-

cessing 

Aran et al. ABD Ambient sensors Online 

Arifoglou & Bouchachia ABD Ambient sensors Online 

Capela et al.  HAR smartphone Offline 

Fan et al. ABD 
Ambient sensors/weara-

bles/smartphones 
Online 

G. Hu et al. HAR RFID/accelerometer Online 

Hu et al. HAR Ambient sensors/wearable Online 

Meng et al. ABD Ambient sensors Online 

Mighali et al. HAR Wearables/BLE Online 

Riboni et al. ABD Ambient Sensors /RFID Online 

Sansrimahachai & Toahchoodee HAR smartphone Online 

Santiago et al. HAR Smartphone/wearable Offline 

Sebestyen et al. HAR Ambient sensors Online 

Sztyler et al. HAR Smartphone/wearable Offline 

Yao et al. HAR RFID Online 

Zambrana et al. ABD Ambient sensors Online 

Table 13. Literature divided based on proposed taxonomy. Human Activity Recogni-

tion=HAR, Abnormal Behavior Detection=ABD.  

As seen on the table above, offline processing has been chosen only by architectures 

exploiting the smartphone/wearable devices. The built-in accelerometer, gyroscope and 

magnetometer, as well as the presence of a processor and local memory, makes them a 

solid choice. The absence of the aforementioned capabilities on ambient sensors is what 

makes online recognition a one-way solution when the system relies on them for data 

gathering. It is worth mentioning that energy optimization in order to reduce power 

consumption, thus extending the recognition active time was only addressed by Álvarez 

de la Concepción et al. (2017).  

Another characteristic extracted from systems’ classification based on design crite-

ria, is that systems performing behavior modeling and anomaly detection rely on am-

bient sensors for data gathering. This is due to the fact that information gained from 

those sensors could provide insights not only about the actions of the elderly but also 

their interaction with devices and objects. Additionally, wearables and smartphones re-

quire older adults to carry them in order to identify their actions, thus preventing con-

stant behavior analysis, i.e. waking at the middle of the night, taking a shower etc.  

On the other hand, the majority of systems performing only activity recognition, 

employ smartphones and wearables on their work. Accelerometer, magnetometer and 

gyroscope provide valuable data regarding acceleration, orientation with respect to 

magnetic north/south and the angular velocity with respect to the body axis respec-

tively. Those features could characterize most physical activities, while stable values 

denote inactivity. Ambient sensors for HAR have been chosen instead of mobile/wear-

ables for their low intrusiveness and information returned that could describe more 

complex activities.  
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7 Issues & Challenges 

The main challenge at the moment when performing activity recognition, is the use 

of the same system without retraining on different subjects. Sztyler et al. (2017) tried 

to achieve cross subject recognition using subject grouping with physical characteris-

tics and the results were promising. Using subject grouping, though requires a large and 

diverse amount of training data, in order to create sets with enough examples to train 

each classifier. In future, cross subject recognition has to be addressed, as no need for 

retraining, could make HAR systems accessible to a larger number of households.  

It is important for HAR systems to be able to identify transition activities. Kang et 

al. (2018) despite the fact that they only recognized two activities in their work (walk-

ing, standing), they addressed the problem of transition activities. In uncontrolled en-

vironments the boundaries between different actions are not distinct. Additionally, mul-

tiple activities could be performed at the same time, thus a system should be able to 

identify more than one activity. Feature research could focus on architectures that can 

correctly identify transitions or multiple activities. This could be achieved using either 

fuzzy logic or multilabel classification algorithms. Data sets that expose such transi-

tions are also needed, since available data have distinct activities.  

Another issue when performing HAR on elderly people, is the absence of a pure 

dataset gathered directly from seniors. As people age, their motor pattern changes and 

differs from people of a younger age. This is mainly a result of changes on the body 

and potential health issues (e.g. osteoarthritis). Another challenge is convincing seniors 

to help with data annotation to provide a ground truth. There is work done on that field 

though, with more datasets becoming available, either gathered from elderly volunteers, 

or by using kits that restrict a younger person’s movements, simulating an elder.  

Complex sensor arrays used on activity recognition are rarely measured regarding 

their power and computational needs. Data gathering from heterogenous sensors, filter-

ing, preprocessing, feature extraction and classification may need high computational 

power. An approach on that problem could be the separation of those tasks on different 

processing units.  

An additional challenge is that the majority of the HAR systems are evaluated on 

laboratory conditions. Moreover, the subjects used on evaluation are rarely elders. This 

could provide false evaluation results about the system. Activities performed by young-

ers on controlled conditions are not close to actions from elders on real-life scenarios. 

Although, testing with elderly people seems as an obvious solution, there are ethical 

and practical complications on using them as part of an experiment.   

The absence of a universal framework for evaluating and comparing HAR and ab-

normal behavior detection systems was also one of the conclusions in this review. At 

the moment, comparison with already published approaches, for evaluation purposes, 

is only doable by using the same dataset or implementing proposed algorithms again 

and retrain them with a common dataset. Creation of such a framework will provide a 

more solid evaluation tool. Still there are a few considerations that make that task dif-
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ficult such as the sensors used, offline or online recognition etc. Since sensors and ar-

chitecture of the system vary, common criteria are needed, that would set the require-

ments of the evaluation frameworks. 

Activities with similar sensor profile is also an open challenge on HAR domain. 

While most actions provide distinct sensor readings, there are activities that could not 

be easily identified. An example is elevator usage and standing or driving and walking. 

A possible solution is the incorporation of sensors that could potentially provide more 

valuable information regarding those activities. Driving and walking, for example, 

could be misclassified when using a smart phone on the waist to gather data. Adding a 

smart band or smartwatch on the system, will allow the capture of upper body acceler-

ation, thus distinguish those actions. 

Another issue that has to be addressed, regarding evaluation, is the absence of a 

common metric. Although there are many metrics available for scoring HAR systems 

the number of recognized activities is taken into account by none. Using the available 

metrics, systems that identify a larger set of actions are prone to lower average scores. 

A new metric needs to be defined that would consider the size of the action set. Such a 

metric would provide a reliable scoring technique allowing the performance compari-

son of HAR frameworks that are now hard to compare. 

Regarding abnormal behavior detection, TPR and FPR metrics provide a solid 

choice. An improvement that could be done when calculating the score for an anomaly 

detection system would be the consideration of other characteristics, apart from correct 

and false alarms. System’s response time should be considered and further investigated 

as a factor that could affect the overall score. Real time behavior analysis and notifica-

tions are crucial, especially when anomalies are critical (e.g. no medicine taken, inac-

tivity for a long time during a usually active hour etc.).  

In terms of classification, deep learning and RNN have to be investigated further 

with non-intrusive activity recognition. Work done on that field showed promising re-

sults for both HAR and behavior analysis domains. Especially for behavior anomalies 

detection, LSTM neural networks were proven to be on par with state of art methods. 

As future work, further usage of those techniques is suggested to explore potential ad-

vantages on the field.  

8 Conclusions 

Human activity recognition and abnormal behavior detection, are domains with in-

creased scientific interest. This review, presented recent advantages in those fields ex-

tensively. In total seventeen approaches were discussed, while performing an analysis 

on their results and categorizing them based on design choices and purpose. Reviewed 

material, allowed us to detect open issues and challenges on the area. Investigating each 

system’s architecture, led to useful conclusions and feature work needed on the domain.  

One of the areas we would like to focus is the continuous recognition of activities, 

including transitions activities. Additionally, a system that could generalize well with-

out further re-training should be examined. As already mentioned, there are activities 

that have a similar motor pattern. In order to address that challenge feature work could 
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be focused on solutions that exploit multiple classification techniques. Each classifier 

could recognize a specific subset of activities and the individual results could be 

merged, (e.g. using fuzzification) or reported separately.  
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